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Overview
• The players
• Search for dark-sector portals to SM
• Other searches – dark or not...

X Long-lived particles
X Invisible & semi-invisible B decays
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The flavor-factory experiments
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• CPV, CKM & rare decays of B 
• CP, mixing, spectroscopy of charm 
• exotic particles 
• τ & 2γ

2008

Belle (and BaBar, too) achievements
include:

• CPV, CKM, and rare decays of B
(and Bs, too)

• Mixing, CP, and spectroscopy of
charm hadrons

• Quarkonium spectroscopy and
discovery of (many) exotic states,
e.g. X(3872)

• Studies of τ and 2γ
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Age of enDarkenment?

2

OUTLINE

● Dark sector motivations
● Dark photon and/or dark Higgs radiative production and 

decays to SM final states
● Dark photon decays to DM
● Higgs-strahlung @ the Belle experiment: topology, events 

selection, extracted limits
● Dark sector at the Belle II experiments: expected sensitivity

STUDIES OF THE DARK SECTOR AT BELLE
(AND PROSPECTS FOR BELLE II)
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Motivations and some predictions
I have not made any attempt to provide a comprehensive list of references.
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Motivations for dark photon, etc.Motivations

AMS, PRL 110, 141102 (2013)  
Pamela., Nature 458, 607(2009) 
Fermi, PRL 108, 011103 (2012)

•Increasing	e+	fraction	in	excess	
of	astrophysical	expectations	

•Theorists	suggest	dark-matter	
scenarios	for	explanations	

•No	such	excess	for	anti-
protons	

•A	dark-sector	boson
with	m	≲	!(GeV)?
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Linking SM and the Dark SectorLinking SM and Dark Sector
•Observations	by	PAMELA,	AMS,	etc.	have	triggered	light-dark-matter	

scenarios.	

• The	dark	sector	can	be	connected	to	SM	via	the	so-called	“portals”.	

•At	low	mass	scale,	vector	portal	is	the	most	accessible,	but	other	
portals,	e.g.	(pseudo)scalar,	can	also	be	probed.

Multilepton signatures of a hidden sector in rare B decays

Brian Batell,1 Maxim Pospelov,1,2 and Adam Ritz2

1Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, ON, N2J 2W9, Canada
2Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, V8P 1A1 Canada

(Received 17 December 2010; published 7 March 2011)

We explore the sensitivity of flavor-changing b ! s transitions to a (sub-) GeV hidden sector with

generic couplings to the standard model through the Higgs, vector, and axion portals. The underlying two-

body decays of B mesons, B ! XsS, and B0 ! SS, where S denotes a generic new GeV-scale particle,

may significantly enhance the yield of monochromatic lepton pairs in the final state via prompt S ! l!l
decays. Existing measurements of the charged lepton spectrum in neutral-current semileptonic B decays

provide bounds on the parameters of the light sector that are significantly more stringent than the

requirements of naturalness. New search modes, such as B ! Xs þ nðl!lÞ and B0 ! nðl!lÞ with n $ 2, can
provide additional sensitivity to scenarios in which both the Higgs and vector portals are active, and are

accessible to (super-) B factories and hadron colliders.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.83.054005 PACS numbers: 13.20.He

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of Bmesons at the B factories, BABAR [1] and
Belle [2], and the Tevatron experiments [3,4] has signifi-
cantly advanced the precision with which various standard
model (SM) parameters are known, and consequently has
placed stringent constraints on models of new physics
affecting quark flavor [5]. The prevailing view is that
such new physics must reside at or above the electroweak
scale, manifesting at low energies in modifications to the
Wilson coefficients of effective flavor-changing operators
that arise once the heavy degrees of freedom are integrated
out. Experimental precision, and the ability to make accu-
rate SM predictions, are thus the controlling factors in
probing weak-scale new physics through precision flavor
observables.

While new states charged under the SM are generically
required to be rather heavy, light (sub-) GeV mass states in
a hidden sector, neutral under the SM gauge group, can
peacefully coexist with the SM, evading precision flavor
and electroweak constraints. Such hidden sectors may be
weakly coupled to the SM in various ways and are often
best probed via experiments at the luminosity frontier. In
particular, precision studies of rare SM decays can provide
impressive sensitivity to these sectors, opening the possi-
bility for novel decay channels not encountered in the SM
itself. Indeed, over the years there have been numerous
searches for rare decays of flavored mesons to new light
states (see e.g. [6] for a subset of theoretical ideas). As one
notable motivation, these hidden sector states can have a
significant impact on Higgs decay channels, allowing for a
SM-like Higgs with mass well below the conventional LEP
bound [7].

In this paper, we revisit the sensitivity of rare flavor-
changing decays from the generic standpoint of ‘‘portal’’
operators [8,9], which constitute a systematic way to pa-
rametrize the allowed couplings of generic neutral states S

in a hidden sector to the SM in order of increasing canoni-
cal operator dimension. In particular, we will be interested
in the following set of lowest-dimension portals:

HyHðASþ !S2Þ Higgs portal ðdim¼ 3; 4Þ;
"FY

#$F
0
#$ Vector portal ðdim¼ 4Þ;

YN
!LHN Neutrino portal ðdim¼ 4Þ;

f&1
a

!c%#%5c @#a Axion portal ðdim¼ 5Þ:

(1)

Here H is the SM Higgs doublet, FY
#$ is the hypercharge

field strength, L is the left-handed lepton doublet, and c is
a generic SM fermion, while S ¼ S, N, A0

# and a denote
the fields associated with new light states. The purpose of
this study is to analyze the feasibility of searching for light
states coupled to the SM via these portals in B meson
decays.1 Specifically, we will concentrate on the manifes-
tations of Higgs, vector, and axion portals in b ! s tran-
sitions with the direct production of one or more exotic
states. To be as conservative as possible, we shall not
assume any direct flavor-violating operators, which in
fact is automatic for the Higgs and vector portals, but
requires an extra assumption for the axion portal. Using
the resulting flavor-blind portal operators, we calculate
the strength of the flavor-changing transitions induced by
SM loops.
A primary feature that we will exploit is that the scalar

and axion (i.e. axial-vector) portals behave very differently
to the conserved vector current portal once dressed by
W & ðu; c; tÞ loop corrections. Schematically, this differ-
ence can be illustrated as follows:

1Renewed interest in the possibility of light hidden sector
states coupled to the SM has emerged from attempts to link
certain unexpected features in the multi-GeV scale cosmic
electron and positron spectra to the annihilation of galactic
dark matter into such light states [10,11].

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 83, 054005 (2011)
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Dark photon & kinetic mixing – as a portal

• Dark photon, first proposed in P. Fayet, PL B95, 285 (1980)
• (Holdom, 1986) A boson A′ belonging to an additional U(1)′ would mix

kinetically with γ

- in general, one can express kinetic mixing as (1/2)ε FµνF′µν

- ε, the strength of the kinetic mixing, is supposed to be small,
(10−5 ∼ 10−2).

• For A′ to acquire mass, an extended Higgs sector is required to break this
U(1)′
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What to look for with B-factoriesWhat to look for with B-factories
high selection efficiencies and large A′ decay rates as Fig. 3 shows [39]. The cross section with
respect to e+e− → γγ is reduced by ϵ2, where the mixing parameter ϵ is expected to lie in the
range of 10−5 to 10−2.
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Figure 2. Lowest order diagram
for e+e− → γA′ → γℓ+ℓ−, γqq̄.
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Figure 3. Branching fraction predictions for A′ →
ℓ+ℓ− and A′ → qq̄ as a function of mA′ .

We have studied e+e−γ and µ+µ−γ final states at CM energies larger than 200 MeV
using an integrated luminosity of 514 fb−1of e+e− collisions [41]. The data were recorded
at the Υ(4S), Υ(3S), Υ(2S) peaks and 40 MeV/c2 below the Υ(4S) peak with the BABAR

detector [29, 30] at the PEP-II asymmetric storage ring at the SLAC National Laboratory.
We select two oppositely-charged leptons plus a photon and apply a constrained fit to the beam
energy and interaction point (IP). We use additional kinematic constraints to improve purity,
require good quality on the photon, electron and muon and remove electron conversions. We
simulate the background processes e+e− → e+e−(γ) and e+e− → γγ(γ) with the generator
BHWIDE [42], e+e− → µ+µ−(γ) with the generator KK2F [43] and resonance production in
initial state radiation e+e− → γX (X = J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ(1S), Υ(2S)) using structure function
techniques [44, 45]. For the simulation of the detector response, we use GEANT4 [46].

Figure 4 (left) shows the dielectron invariant-mass spectrum in data and in simulation
with the generator BHWIDE. Generally, the agreement between data and Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation is good except for the low-mass region where the BHWIDE generator fails to
reproduce the mee invariant-mass spectrum. On the other hand, the MADGRAPH generator [47]
reproduces the low mee region in a consistent way but the limited sample size introduces too
large uncertainties. Therefore, our signal extraction does not rely on the MC simulation.

For the dimuon sample, we define the reduced mass mR =
!

(m2
µµ − 4m2

µ) since the turn-on

near threshold is smoother. Figure 4 (right) shows the mR distribution in data and simulations.
The KK2F generator [43] reproduces mR spectrum reasonably well. For both modes, we
determine the selection efficiency from simulation yielding ϵeeγ = 15% and ϵµµγ = 35%. The
efficiency reduction in the eeγ mode is due to mainly pre-scaling of radiative Bhabha events in
the trigger. However, radiative Bhabhas are still the dominant background. Thus, the sensitivity
for the dark photon search is dominated by the µ+µ− mode. We extract the signal yield as a
function of mA′ by performing independent fits to the mee and mR mass distributions for each
beam energy covering the range 0.02 < mA′ < 10.2 GeV/c2 and 0.212 < mA′ < 10.2 GeV/c2

for the eeγ and µµγ mode, respectively. In these fits, we vary the step size to about half the
value of the expected mass resolution σmA′ and cover a mass range that is at least 20σmA′ . The
signal resolution is estimated by fits to a Gaussian function for various A′ mass values and is

3

Search for Hidden-Sector Bosons in B0 → K!0μþμ− Decays

R. Aaij et al.*

(LHCb Collaboration)
(Received 18 August 2015; published 16 October 2015)

A search is presented for hidden-sector bosons, χ, produced in the decay B0 → K!ð892Þ0χ,
with K!ð892Þ0 → Kþπ− and χ → μþμ−. The search is performed using pp-collision data corresponding
to 3.0 fb−1 collected with the LHCb detector. No significant signal is observed in the accessible mass
range 214 ≤ mðχÞ ≤ 4350 MeV, and upper limits are placed on the branching fraction product
B(B0 → K!ð892Þ0χ) × Bðχ → μþμ−Þ as a function of the mass and lifetime of the χ boson. These limits
are of the order of 10−9 for χ lifetimes less than 100 ps over most of the mðχÞ range, and place the most
stringent constraints to date on many theories that predict the existence of additional low-mass bosons.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.161802 PACS numbers: 13.85.Rm, 12.60.-i, 13.20.He, 14.80.Va

Interest has been rekindled in hidden-sector theories [1],
motivated by the current lack of evidence for a dark matter
particle candidate and by various cosmic-ray anomalies
[2–8]. These theories postulate that dark matter particles
interact feebly with all known particles, which is why they
have escaped detection. Such interactions can be generated
in theories where hidden-sector particles are singlet states
under the standardmodel (SM)gauge interactions.Coupling
between the SM and hidden-sector particles may then arise
via mixing between the hidden-sector field and any SM field
with an associated particle that is not charged under the
electromagnetic or strong interaction (the Higgs and Z
bosons, the photon, and the neutrinos). This mixing could
provide a so-called portal through which a hidden-sector
particle, χ, may be produced if kinematically allowed.
Many theories predict that TeV-scale dark matter par-

ticles interact via GeV-scale bosons [9–11] (c ¼ 1 through-
out this Letter). Previous searches for such GeV-scale
particles have been performed using large data samples
from many types of experiments (see Ref. [12] for a
summary). These searches have placed stringent constraints
on the properties of the hidden-sector photon and neutrino
portals; however, the constraints on the axial-vector and
scalar portals are significantly weaker.
One class of models involving the scalar portal hypothe-

sizes that such a χ field was responsible for an inflationary
period in the early Universe [13], and may have generated
the baryon asymmetry observed today [14,15]. The asso-
ciated inflaton particle is expected to have a mass in the
range 270≲mðχÞ≲ 1800 MeV [13]. Another class of
models invokes the axial-vector portal in theories of dark
matter that seek to address the cosmic-ray anomalies, and to

explain the suppression of charge-parity (CP) violation in
strong interactions [16]. These theories postulate an addi-
tional fundamental symmetry, the spontaneous breaking of
which results in a particle called the axion [17]. To couple
the axion portal to a hidden sector containing a TeV-scale
dark matter particle, while also explaining the suppression
of CP violation in strong interactions, Ref. [18] proposes
an axion with 360≲mðχÞ≲ 800 MeV and an energy
scale, fðχÞ, at which the symmetry is broken in the range
1≲ fðχÞ≲ 3 TeV. A broader range of mðχÞ and fðχÞ
values is allowed in other dark matter scenarios involving
axion(-like) states [19–21].
This Letter reports a search for a hidden-sector boson

produced in the decay B0 → K!0χ, with χ → μþμ− and
K!0 → Kþπ− [throughout this Letter, K!0 ≡ K!ð892Þ0 and
the inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied].
Enhanced sensitivity to hidden-sector bosons arises
because the b → s transition is mediated by a top quark
loop at leading order (see Fig. 1). Therefore, a χ boson with
2mðμÞ < mðχÞ < mðB0Þ −mðK!0Þ and a sizable top quark
coupling, e.g., obtained via mixing with the Higgs sector,
could be produced at a substantial rate in such decays. The
B0 → K!0χ decay is chosen instead of Bþ → Kþχ, since
better χ decay time resolution is obtained due to the
presence of the Kþπ− vertex, and because there is less
background contamination. The data used correspond to

FIG. 1. Feynman diagram for the decay B0 → K!0χ, with
χ → μþμ−.

*Full author list given at the end of the article.

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Further distri-
bution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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What to look for with B-factoriesWhat to look for with B-factories

B decay modes from Batell, Pospelov, Ritz, PRD 83, 054005 (2011)
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some predictionssome predictions
resonance contributing to B ! Kð"Þ!þ!% but not to B !
Kð"Þeþe%. Moreover, LHCb will also be able to search for
deviations from the standard model predictions in B !
Kð"Þ‘þ‘% with significantly improved sensitivity. While
we could not find a recent LHCb study for the K‘þ‘%

mode (only for K"‘þ‘%), the fact that the signal to back-
ground ratio at the eþe% B factories is not worse in B !
K‘þ‘% than in B ! K"‘þ‘% suggests that LHCb should
be able to carry out a precise measurement [40].
Interestingly, since the B ! Ka signal is essentially a delta
function in q2, the bound in Eq. (15) can be improved as
experimental statistics increase by considering smaller and
smaller bin sizes, without being limited by theoretical
uncertainties in form factors [41] (or by nonperturbative
contributions [42]). The bound on fa will increase com-
pared to the results we obtain in the next section, simply by

scaling with the bound on 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BrðB ! KaÞ

p
.

V. INTERPRETATION

We now derive the bounds on fa using the calculated
B ! Ka branching ratio in Eq. (14) and the experimental
bound in Eq. (15). We start with the axion portal scenario
with Brða ! !þ!%Þ & 100% and where sin" is defined in
terms of fa by Eq. (8). We will then look at the bound on
more general scenarios, including the light Higgs scenario
in the NMSSM.

For the axion portal, Fig. 1 shows the constraints on fa
as a function of the charged Higgs boson mass mH and
tan#. For concreteness, we take n ¼ 1; other values of n
correspond to a trivial scaling of fa. In the mass range in
Eq. (1), the dependence on ma is negligible for setting a
bound. The bound on fa is in the multi-TeV range for low
values of tan# and weakens as tan# increases. At each
value of tan#, there is a value of mH for which the b ! sa
amplitude in Eq. (12) changes signs, indicated by the
dashed curve in Fig. 1, along which the bound disappears.
Higher order corrections will affect where this cancellation
takes place, but away from a very narrow region near this
dashed curve, the derived bound is robust. The region
tan#< 1 is constrained by the top Yukawa coupling be-
coming increasingly nonpertubative; this region is in-
cluded in Figs. 1 and 3, nevertheless, to provide a clearer
illustration of the parametric dependence of the bounds.

As one goes to large values of tan#, the X1 piece of
Eq. (12) dominates, and sinð2#Þ=2¼1=tan#þOð1=tan3#Þ.
In this limit, the constraint takes a particularly simple form
that only depends on the combination fatan

2#, as shown in
Fig. 2. Except in the region close to mH & 550 GeV, the
bound is better than fatan

2# * few( 10 TeV.
These B ! Ka bounds are complementary to those

recently set by BABAR [30] in !ðnSÞ ! $a ! $!þ!%:

fa * ð1:4 TeVÞ ( sin2#: (16)

For example, for mH ’ 400 GeV, the ! bound dominates
for tan# * 5, while B ! Ka dominates for tan# & 5.
The bounds in Figs. 1 and 2 apply for a generic axion

portal model where mH and tan# are free parameters. One
would like some sense of what the expected values of mH

and tan# might be in a realistic model. Reference [8]
considered a specific scenario based on the PQ-symmetric
NMSSM [31]. In that model small tan# is preferred, since
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Eq. (1), the dependence on ma is negligible for setting a
bound. The bound on fa is in the multi-TeV range for low
values of tan# and weakens as tan# increases. At each
value of tan#, there is a value of mH for which the b ! sa
amplitude in Eq. (12) changes signs, indicated by the
dashed curve in Fig. 1, along which the bound disappears.
Higher order corrections will affect where this cancellation
takes place, but away from a very narrow region near this
dashed curve, the derived bound is robust. The region
tan#< 1 is constrained by the top Yukawa coupling be-
coming increasingly nonpertubative; this region is in-
cluded in Figs. 1 and 3, nevertheless, to provide a clearer
illustration of the parametric dependence of the bounds.

As one goes to large values of tan#, the X1 piece of
Eq. (12) dominates, and sinð2#Þ=2¼1=tan#þOð1=tan3#Þ.
In this limit, the constraint takes a particularly simple form
that only depends on the combination fatan

2#, as shown in
Fig. 2. Except in the region close to mH & 550 GeV, the
bound is better than fatan

2# * few( 10 TeV.
These B ! Ka bounds are complementary to those

recently set by BABAR [30] in !ðnSÞ ! $a ! $!þ!%:

fa * ð1:4 TeVÞ ( sin2#: (16)

For example, for mH ’ 400 GeV, the ! bound dominates
for tan# * 5, while B ! Ka dominates for tan# & 5.
The bounds in Figs. 1 and 2 apply for a generic axion

portal model where mH and tan# are free parameters. One
would like some sense of what the expected values of mH

and tan# might be in a realistic model. Reference [8]
considered a specific scenario based on the PQ-symmetric
NMSSM [31]. In that model small tan# is preferred, since
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based on experimental B ➔ K µ µ,  
interpreted as

III. THE EFFECTIVE b ! sa COUPLING

By assumption, the physical axion state dominantly
couples to standard model fields via its mixing with A0.
Therefore, at one-loop level, the amplitude for b ! sa can
be derived from

M ðb ! saÞ ¼ $ sin!%Mðb ! sA0Þ2HDM; (11)

where ‘‘2HDM’’ refers to a (PQ-symmetric) 2HDM with
no S field. Moreover, since the final state only contains a
single axion field, there is no difference in the relevant
Feynman rules between the exponential parametrization in
Eq. (5) and the standard linear parametrization of A0 in the
two Higgs doublet literature. For concreteness, we will
consider a type-II (MSSM-like) 2HDM.3

The radiatively induced b ! sA0 coupling in a type-II
2HDM was calculated in the early 1980s independently in
two papers [25,26]. The dominant contributions come from
penguin diagrams involving a top quark, aW boson and/or
charged Higgs H& boson, and the t!tA0 or W&H'A0 cou-
plings (and corresponding counterterms). The one-loop
b ! sA0 amplitude is reproduced to lowest order (in the
mB;A0 ( mW;t;H limit) by the tree-level matrix element of
the effective Hamiltonian [25,26]4

H ¼ g3V)
tsVtb

128"2

m2
t

m3
W

ðX1 cot#þ X2cot
3#Þ !s$%PLb@%A

0:

(12)

The functions X1 and X2 depend on the charged Higgs
boson mass mH, and are given by

X1 ¼ 2þ m2
H

m2
H $m2
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$ 3m2
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t $m2
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"
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H

;

X2 ¼ $ 2m2
t

m2
H $m2

t

!
1þ m2

H

m2
H $m2

t
ln
m2

t

m2
H

"
: (13)

From this effective Hamiltonian, we can calculate vari-
ous B decay rates in the 2HDM. These are summarized in

the Appendix for B ! Ka, B ! K)a, and the inclusive
B ! Xsa rates. Using Eq. (11), the rates in any of these
channels relevant for the axion portal are determined by

"ðB ! KaÞ ¼ sin2!% "ðB ! KA0Þ2HDM: (14)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL BOUNDS

In the parameter range of interest, the axion has a
significant decay rate to leptons and decays promptly on
collider time scales. Thus, the axion would manifest itself
as a narrow dilepton peak in b ! s‘þ‘$ decays.
The b ! sa ! s‘þ‘$ process contributes to both in-

clusive and exclusive B ! Xs‘
þ‘$ decays [35,36]. These

final states receive large long-distance contributions from
intermediate J=c and c 0 resonances decaying to ‘þ‘$,
which result in removing the surrounding q2ð+ m2

‘þ‘$Þ
regions from the measurements. The so-called low-q2

region (q2 & 7–8 GeV2) can probe axion masses up to
ma , 2:7 GeV, while the high-q2 region (q2 * 14 GeV2)
is above the a ! &þ&$ threshold. In general, one can
bound the axion contribution in both these regions.
In the low-q2 region, and especially for ma & 800 MeV

as in Eq. (1), the exclusive mode B ! K‘þ‘$ is particu-
larly well suited to constrain b ! sa. This is because
d"ðB ! K‘þ‘$Þ=dq2 varies slowly at small q2, and B !
K‘þ‘$ has a smaller rate than B ! K)‘þ‘$; thus it gives
us the best bound by simply looking at the measured
spectrum. In contrast, the exclusive B ! K)‘þ‘$ and the
inclusive B ! Xs‘

þ‘$ decay modes receive large en-
hancements from the electromagnetic penguin operator,
whose contribution rises steeply at small q2, as 1=q2.
This will complicate looking for a small excess in these
modes in this region.
For ma * 1 GeV, we expect that the bounds from B !

K‘þ‘$ and K)‘þ‘$ may be comparable (possibly even
from B ! Xs‘

þ‘$ if a super B factory is constructed), and
a dedicated experimental analysis should explore how to
set the strongest bound, using the rate predictions in the
Appendix. For the remainder of this paper, we focus on
B ! K‘þ‘$.
Since B ! Ka contributes mostly to the K%þ%$ final

state, and much less to Keþe$, to set the best possible
bound on B ! Ka, one needs the B ! K%þ%$ and B !
Keþe$ spectra separately. This information does not seem
to be available in the published papers [37,38]. Based on
the latest world average, BrðB ! K‘þ‘$Þ ¼ ð4:5&
0:4Þ % 10$7 [37–39], and the spectrum in Fig. 1 in
Ref. [37], it seems to us that

Br ðB ! KaÞ % Brða ! %þ%$Þ< 10$7 (15)

is a conservative upper bound for any value of the axion
mass satisfying ma <mB $mK.
As we emphasized, BABAR, Belle, and a possible super

B factory should be able to set a better bound on a narrow

3The type-I 2HDM model gives the same b ! sA0 amplitude
to the order we are working; see Ref. [25].

4The results published in these two papers differ, a fact which
seems to have gone unnoticed—or at least unremarked upon—in
the literature. We have redone the calculations both in the unitary
gauge and in the Feynman gauge and agree with the result in
Ref. [25]. We also agree with Ref. [26] if we replace in their Eq.
(9) the second lnðm2

t =m
2
WÞ term by lnðm2

t =m
2
HÞ, most likely

indicating a simple typographical error. Several papers in the
literature seem to use the result as printed in Ref. [26], which has
qualitatively wrong implications. For example, it exhibits decou-
pling in the mH ! 1 limit and singularities when mH ! mt,
whereas the correct result does not.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Motivated by a variety of cosmic ray anomalies [1–4], a
new dark matter paradigm has emerged where TeV-scale
dark matter interacts with GeV-scale bosons [5–7]. In one
such scenario—dubbed the ‘‘axion portal’’ [8]—dark mat-
ter in the Milky Way halo annihilates into light pseudosca-
lar ‘‘axions.’’ In order to explain the observed galactic
electron/positron excess, the axion, a, is predicted to
have a specific mass and decay constant [8]

360<ma & 800 MeV; fa # 1–3 TeV: (1)

These axions couple to standard model fermions propor-
tional to their Yukawa couplings, and in this mass range the
axion dominantly decays as a ! !þ!". Other novel dark
matter scenarios involving axionlike states have also been
proposed [9–13], which allow for a broader range of axion
masses and decay constants.

More generally, light axionlike states appear in a variety
of new physics scenarios, as they are the ubiquitous pre-
diction of spontaneous Peccei-Quinn (PQ) [14] symmetry
breaking. The most famous example is the Weinberg-
Wilczek axion invoked to solve the strong CP problem
[15,16], as well as invisible axion variants [17–20]. Light
pseudoscalar particles appear in any Higgs sector with an
approximate PQ symmetry, which often occurs in the
minimal or next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard
models (MSSM and NMSSM). Models of dynamical su-
persymmetry breaking typically predict an R axion [21],
whose couplings can mimic PQ-type axions. There has
also been speculation [22] that the HyperCP anomaly
[23] might be explained by a light axion. Therefore,
searches for light axionlike states have the potential to
confirm or exclude a variety of new physics models.

In this paper, we show that flavor-changing neutral
current b ! s decays place stringent bounds on such mod-
els. While the coupling of the axion to fermions is flavor
diagonal, the b ! sa decay mediated by a top-W penguin
diagram is enhanced by the top Yukawa coupling appear-

ing in the top-axion vertex. To our knowledge, Refs. [24–
26] were the first to consider this decay as a search channel
for light pseudoscalars, where the a field was identified
with the CP-odd Higgs A0 in a two Higgs doublet model
(2HDM). The goal of this paper is to revive this search
channel in models like the axion portal, where there is an a
field which mixes with A0.
In the parameter range of interest for the axion portal,

the axion decays promptly to !þ!", and we find that
existing B ! K‘þ‘" data (for ‘ ¼ e, !) can be used to
derive multi-TeV constraints on the axion decay constant
fa, especially for small values of tan". For heavier axion-
like states with reduced branching fractions to muons, B !
K‘þ‘" can still be used to place a bound, relevant for
constraining light Higgs scenarios in the NMSSM [27–29].
The estimates in this paper are likely improvable by dedi-
cated B ! Ka searches at BABAR and Belle, and can be
further strengthened at LHCb and a possible super
B factory. These searches are complementary to !ðnSÞ !
#a searches recently performed by BABAR [30].
In the next section, we review the axion portal

Lagrangian, which is relevant for any DFSZ-type (Dine-
Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky) axion [19,20], and use it to
calculate the effective b ! sa vertex in Sec. III. We sketch
the current experimental situation in Sec. IV and derive
corresponding bounds in Sec. V. We conclude in Sec. VI.

II. REVIEW OF THE AXION PORTAL

If one were only interested in studying the tree-level
interactions of new axionlike states, it would be sufficient
to introduce a new term in the Lagrangian of the form

$Lint ¼
cc
fa

"c#!#5c @!a; (2)

where fa is the axion decay constant and cc is the fermion
charge under the broken Uð1Þ. By the equations of motion,
such a coupling is proportional to the fermion mass pa-
rameter, leading to an effective coupling constant
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some predictionssome predictions
BrS!! !! ! m2

!"
3
!

m2
!"

3
! þ jF#=2mSj2"# þ jFK=2mSj2"K

for mS & 1:5 GeV;

BrS!! !! ! m2
!

m2
! þ 3m2

s þm2
Sð$s=#Þ2ðN2

f=9Þ þ % % %
for mS > 1:5 GeV; (11)

where "i ¼ ð1' 4m2
i =m

2
SÞ1=2, Fi are the form factors

defined in Ref. [38], Nf is the number of heavy quarks,
i.e. three below the charm threshold, and the ellipsis in the
second line stands for charm and % contributions once the
corresponding thresholds are open. We note that there is at
least a 100% uncertainty in this formula above 1 GeV [36].

For the pseudoscalar case, the hadronic width is sup-
pressed by three-pion phase space. In order to estimate
the scaling of the branching ratio with fl and fq we
assume that the decay to hadrons occurs via mixing with
the & and &0 resonances. Taking a representative value
of ma ¼ 800 MeV, the mixing with &0 is given by 'a&0 !
ðf&0=fqÞ (

ffiffiffi
3

p
m2

a=ðm2
&0 'm2

aÞ, and the hadronic width is

approximately "had ! '2a&0"&0 . Using these results, we

obtain the following scaling of the leptonic branching
fraction:

Br a!! !! ! 1

1þ 0:3ðfl=fqÞ2
: (12)

It is apparent that the resonant enhancement of the had-
ronic width can significantly exceed the naive three-pion
continuum result.

With these estimates in hand, we can predict the observ-
able signal at (super-)B factories. Having a typical detector
design in mind, we require S or a to decay within a
transverse distance lmin ¼ 25 cm of the beam pipe,
and assume !90% angular acceptance. In practise this
amounts to calculating the following angular integral mul-
tiplying Eqs. (8):

Br SðaÞ!! !!

Z #''min

'min

sin'd'

2

"
1' exp

#
' lmin"SðaÞ
(SðaÞ sin'

$%
:

(13)

In the limit of a short decay length, the integral is trivially
BrSðaÞ!! !! cos'min, and in the opposite limit of a very long
decay length it is ð"SðaÞ!! !!lminÞ ( ð#=2' 'minÞ('1

SðaÞ.

Given that the combined BABAR/Belle data set provides
sensitivity to the K! !! and K)! !! branching with a mono-
energetic muon pair at the level ofOð10'8Þ, the significant
parameter space reach that ensues for the two models is
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For the scalar singlet Higgs portal,
Fig. 1 illustrates that the B factories can probe deep within
the technically natural region of the ''mS parameter
plane [see Eq. (5)], with sensitivity to mixing angles in
the 10'4–10'3 range. For light scalars with masses below

the 2# threshold, we see that, although the branching to
dimuons approaches 100%, the sensitivity is diminished as
the S particle is very narrow and long-lived and thus able to
escape the detector. We also observe that the sensitivity is
weakened near the f0 resonance, and for heavy scalars, as
in these regions the branching to muons is small. For the
axion portal, we present in Fig. 2 the fq ' fl sensitivity for
an 800 MeV pseudoscalar, indicating that the sensitivity to
the axion couplings reaches fq;l ! 103 TeV. Qualitatively,

0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0
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10 3

10 2

10 1

mS GeV

FIG. 1. Sensitivity of the BABAR/Belle data set to combined
B ! KS and B ! K)S decays in the dimuon channel. The
region below the dashed line is technically natural as discussed
in Eq. (5).
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FIG. 2. Sensitivity of the BABAR/Belle data set to combined
B ! Ka and B ! K)a decays in the dimuon channel. We have
set ln#UV=mt ! 1.
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!t!"t ! ðGFq
2Þ # !bL!"sL;

!t!"!5t ! ðGFm
2
t Þ # !bL!"sL:

(2)

While conservation of the vector current (such as the
electric charge or baryon number) requires the dependence
on q2 & m2

b, the axial current is not conserved and
the vertex correction is Oðm2

t =q
2Þ—enhanced relative to

the vector case. Within the SM, scalar or axial-vector
currents are associated purely with couplings to the Z
boson and the SM Higgs, which cannot be produced in
on-shell B decays. Thus, having light states in the spectrum
with (pseudo)scalar or axial-vector couplings can enhance
the loop-induced two-body decays of the b quark by many
orders of magnitude. The enhancement of the loop-induced
SM Higgs coupling has been known for some time [12,13].
More recently, it has been exploited in the context of B
meson decays to a pair of light dark matter particles
through the Higgs portal [14], decays to a singlet scalar
mixed with the Higgs [15], and decays to a light pseudo-
scalar in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard
model [16]. Rare Kaon decays to metastable mediators
were considered in [17,18].

We will analyze a number of semileptonic and fully
leptonic B decay modes opened up by portal couplings,
which can serve as a powerful probe of new light states. As
often happens in models of this type with intermediate
cascade decays, the increased multiplicity of final state
leptons implies minimal additional suppression [18–20],
thus enhancing signal over background. Specifically, we
calculate B ! KðK$ÞS ! KðK$Þl!l and B0 ! SS ! 2ðl!lÞ
in the minimal extension of the SM by one real scalar S,
and B ! KðK$Þa ! KðK$Þl!l in the axion portal model.
We will show that the constraints imposed by B physics
in the kinematically accessible range where the leptonic
decays of S and a occur within the detector are easily the
most stringent experimental limits. We also extend our
analysis to include the vector portal, and, in particular,
the natural combination of Higgs and vector portals,
and calculate the branching of B ! VKðK$Þ, B0 ! VV
and B ! h0h0. The final state of two Higgs h0 bosons of
the extra U(1) group may be dominated by eight leptons.
The most important point of our analysis is to show
that multilepton signatures of B meson decays, like B0 !
"%"þ"%"þ, can be explored using existing data sets
collected at the B factories and the Tevatron, providing
significant new probes of these models with exotic light
neutral states.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II, we analyze rare B decays in the minimal extension
of the SM by a singlet scalar interacting through the Higgs
portal, as well as an extension with a pseudoscalar singlet
coupled via the axion portal. Section III considers rare B
decay modes proceeding via a combination of Higgs and
vector portals, and we present our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. RARE B DECAYS THROUGH THE HIGGS
AND AXION PORTALS

The extension of the SM by a singlet scalar has been
considered on numerous occasions, e.g. for cosmological
applications as a minimal model of dark matter, with
stability imposed by symmetry [21,22], or its impact on
electroweak baryogenesis or inflation [23]. Novel experi-
mental signatures, including extra decay channels for the
SM Higgs boson, were addressed in [7,15,22,24–28].
A generic renormalizable scalar potential that includes S

self-interactions and couplings to the SM via the Higgs
portal is given by

V ¼ #4S
4 þ #3S

3 þm2
0S

2 þ ðASþ #S2ÞðHyHÞ: (3)

Since we are interested only in the low-energy limit of the
theory relevant for B decays, we will assume stability of
the potential in the S direction and integrate out the Higgs
boson to obtain an effective Lagrangian for S (enforcing
hSi ¼ 0 by an appropriate shift of the field),

L S ¼
1

2
ð@"SÞ2%

1

2
m2

SS
2%

!
$S

v
þ#S2

m2
h

"
Lm%A0

6
S3þ((( :

(4)

The quantity Lm comprises the SM mass terms from
electroweak symmetry breaking (i.e. Lm ¼ ml

!llþ ( ( ( ),
and the physical mass mS, mixing angle $, and self-
interaction parameter A0 are related to the parameters in
(3). The precise nature of these relations ($ ’ Av=m2

h etc.)
will not be critical to our analysis. However, the technical
naturalness of the model (4) is a valuable criterion to use
in setting the characteristic values of $ and A0. In order to
shelter a relatively light scalar from large mass corrections
induced by electroweak symmetry breaking, we take

$ &
mS

mh
)Oð10%2Þ #

!
mS

1 GeV

"
;

A0 & ð16%2m2
SÞ1=2 )Oð10 GeVÞ #

!
mS

1 GeV

"
:

(5)

The latter relation follows from the SS loop correction to
the mass of the scalar. A larger angle $ and self-interaction
parameter A0 would require additional tuned cancellations
between different contributions to mS. The possibility of a
stronger coupling to the Higgs portal, while keeping S light
and avoiding the naturalness constraints, arises in the large
tan& two-Higgs doublet extension of the SM [14] and thus
also in the MSSM.
We will also explore the axion portal, which avoids

corrections to the (sub-) GeV mass of the pseudoscalar
via the dimension-five axial-vector couplings of the form,

L a ¼
X

SM-c

@"a

fc

!c!"!
5c : (6)

Furthermore, for simplicity, we will neglect the effects
of the self-interaction of a, as well as couplings to gauge
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While conservation of the vector current (such as the
electric charge or baryon number) requires the dependence
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b, the axial current is not conserved and
the vertex correction is Oðm2
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2Þ—enhanced relative to

the vector case. Within the SM, scalar or axial-vector
currents are associated purely with couplings to the Z
boson and the SM Higgs, which cannot be produced in
on-shell B decays. Thus, having light states in the spectrum
with (pseudo)scalar or axial-vector couplings can enhance
the loop-induced two-body decays of the b quark by many
orders of magnitude. The enhancement of the loop-induced
SM Higgs coupling has been known for some time [12,13].
More recently, it has been exploited in the context of B
meson decays to a pair of light dark matter particles
through the Higgs portal [14], decays to a singlet scalar
mixed with the Higgs [15], and decays to a light pseudo-
scalar in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard
model [16]. Rare Kaon decays to metastable mediators
were considered in [17,18].

We will analyze a number of semileptonic and fully
leptonic B decay modes opened up by portal couplings,
which can serve as a powerful probe of new light states. As
often happens in models of this type with intermediate
cascade decays, the increased multiplicity of final state
leptons implies minimal additional suppression [18–20],
thus enhancing signal over background. Specifically, we
calculate B ! KðK$ÞS ! KðK$Þl!l and B0 ! SS ! 2ðl!lÞ
in the minimal extension of the SM by one real scalar S,
and B ! KðK$Þa ! KðK$Þl!l in the axion portal model.
We will show that the constraints imposed by B physics
in the kinematically accessible range where the leptonic
decays of S and a occur within the detector are easily the
most stringent experimental limits. We also extend our
analysis to include the vector portal, and, in particular,
the natural combination of Higgs and vector portals,
and calculate the branching of B ! VKðK$Þ, B0 ! VV
and B ! h0h0. The final state of two Higgs h0 bosons of
the extra U(1) group may be dominated by eight leptons.
The most important point of our analysis is to show
that multilepton signatures of B meson decays, like B0 !
"%"þ"%"þ, can be explored using existing data sets
collected at the B factories and the Tevatron, providing
significant new probes of these models with exotic light
neutral states.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II, we analyze rare B decays in the minimal extension
of the SM by a singlet scalar interacting through the Higgs
portal, as well as an extension with a pseudoscalar singlet
coupled via the axion portal. Section III considers rare B
decay modes proceeding via a combination of Higgs and
vector portals, and we present our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. RARE B DECAYS THROUGH THE HIGGS
AND AXION PORTALS

The extension of the SM by a singlet scalar has been
considered on numerous occasions, e.g. for cosmological
applications as a minimal model of dark matter, with
stability imposed by symmetry [21,22], or its impact on
electroweak baryogenesis or inflation [23]. Novel experi-
mental signatures, including extra decay channels for the
SM Higgs boson, were addressed in [7,15,22,24–28].
A generic renormalizable scalar potential that includes S

self-interactions and couplings to the SM via the Higgs
portal is given by

V ¼ #4S
4 þ #3S

3 þm2
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2 þ ðASþ #S2ÞðHyHÞ: (3)

Since we are interested only in the low-energy limit of the
theory relevant for B decays, we will assume stability of
the potential in the S direction and integrate out the Higgs
boson to obtain an effective Lagrangian for S (enforcing
hSi ¼ 0 by an appropriate shift of the field),

L S ¼
1

2
ð@"SÞ2%

1

2
m2

SS
2%

!
$S

v
þ#S2

m2
h

"
Lm%A0

6
S3þ((( :

(4)

The quantity Lm comprises the SM mass terms from
electroweak symmetry breaking (i.e. Lm ¼ ml

!llþ ( ( ( ),
and the physical mass mS, mixing angle $, and self-
interaction parameter A0 are related to the parameters in
(3). The precise nature of these relations ($ ’ Av=m2

h etc.)
will not be critical to our analysis. However, the technical
naturalness of the model (4) is a valuable criterion to use
in setting the characteristic values of $ and A0. In order to
shelter a relatively light scalar from large mass corrections
induced by electroweak symmetry breaking, we take

$ &
mS

mh
)Oð10%2Þ #

!
mS

1 GeV

"
;

A0 & ð16%2m2
SÞ1=2 )Oð10 GeVÞ #

!
mS

1 GeV

"
:

(5)

The latter relation follows from the SS loop correction to
the mass of the scalar. A larger angle $ and self-interaction
parameter A0 would require additional tuned cancellations
between different contributions to mS. The possibility of a
stronger coupling to the Higgs portal, while keeping S light
and avoiding the naturalness constraints, arises in the large
tan& two-Higgs doublet extension of the SM [14] and thus
also in the MSSM.
We will also explore the axion portal, which avoids

corrections to the (sub-) GeV mass of the pseudoscalar
via the dimension-five axial-vector couplings of the form,

L a ¼
X

SM-c

@"a

fc

!c!"!
5c : (6)

Furthermore, for simplicity, we will neglect the effects
of the self-interaction of a, as well as couplings to gauge
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BrS!! !! ! m2
!"

3
!

m2
!"

3
! þ jF#=2mSj2"# þ jFK=2mSj2"K

for mS & 1:5 GeV;

BrS!! !! ! m2
!

m2
! þ 3m2

s þm2
Sð$s=#Þ2ðN2

f=9Þ þ % % %
for mS > 1:5 GeV; (11)

where "i ¼ ð1' 4m2
i =m

2
SÞ1=2, Fi are the form factors

defined in Ref. [38], Nf is the number of heavy quarks,
i.e. three below the charm threshold, and the ellipsis in the
second line stands for charm and % contributions once the
corresponding thresholds are open. We note that there is at
least a 100% uncertainty in this formula above 1 GeV [36].

For the pseudoscalar case, the hadronic width is sup-
pressed by three-pion phase space. In order to estimate
the scaling of the branching ratio with fl and fq we
assume that the decay to hadrons occurs via mixing with
the & and &0 resonances. Taking a representative value
of ma ¼ 800 MeV, the mixing with &0 is given by 'a&0 !
ðf&0=fqÞ (

ffiffiffi
3

p
m2

a=ðm2
&0 'm2

aÞ, and the hadronic width is

approximately "had ! '2a&0"&0 . Using these results, we

obtain the following scaling of the leptonic branching
fraction:

Br a!! !! ! 1

1þ 0:3ðfl=fqÞ2
: (12)

It is apparent that the resonant enhancement of the had-
ronic width can significantly exceed the naive three-pion
continuum result.

With these estimates in hand, we can predict the observ-
able signal at (super-)B factories. Having a typical detector
design in mind, we require S or a to decay within a
transverse distance lmin ¼ 25 cm of the beam pipe,
and assume !90% angular acceptance. In practise this
amounts to calculating the following angular integral mul-
tiplying Eqs. (8):

Br SðaÞ!! !!

Z #''min

'min

sin'd'

2

"
1' exp

#
' lmin"SðaÞ
(SðaÞ sin'

$%
:

(13)

In the limit of a short decay length, the integral is trivially
BrSðaÞ!! !! cos'min, and in the opposite limit of a very long
decay length it is ð"SðaÞ!! !!lminÞ ( ð#=2' 'minÞ('1

SðaÞ.

Given that the combined BABAR/Belle data set provides
sensitivity to the K! !! and K)! !! branching with a mono-
energetic muon pair at the level ofOð10'8Þ, the significant
parameter space reach that ensues for the two models is
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For the scalar singlet Higgs portal,
Fig. 1 illustrates that the B factories can probe deep within
the technically natural region of the ''mS parameter
plane [see Eq. (5)], with sensitivity to mixing angles in
the 10'4–10'3 range. For light scalars with masses below

the 2# threshold, we see that, although the branching to
dimuons approaches 100%, the sensitivity is diminished as
the S particle is very narrow and long-lived and thus able to
escape the detector. We also observe that the sensitivity is
weakened near the f0 resonance, and for heavy scalars, as
in these regions the branching to muons is small. For the
axion portal, we present in Fig. 2 the fq ' fl sensitivity for
an 800 MeV pseudoscalar, indicating that the sensitivity to
the axion couplings reaches fq;l ! 103 TeV. Qualitatively,

0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0
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10 3

10 2

10 1

mS GeV

FIG. 1. Sensitivity of the BABAR/Belle data set to combined
B ! KS and B ! K)S decays in the dimuon channel. The
region below the dashed line is technically natural as discussed
in Eq. (5).
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FIG. 2. Sensitivity of the BABAR/Belle data set to combined
B ! Ka and B ! K)a decays in the dimuon channel. We have
set ln#UV=mt ! 1.
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!t!"t ! ðGFq
2Þ # !bL!"sL;

!t!"!5t ! ðGFm
2
t Þ # !bL!"sL:

(2)

While conservation of the vector current (such as the
electric charge or baryon number) requires the dependence
on q2 & m2

b, the axial current is not conserved and
the vertex correction is Oðm2

t =q
2Þ—enhanced relative to

the vector case. Within the SM, scalar or axial-vector
currents are associated purely with couplings to the Z
boson and the SM Higgs, which cannot be produced in
on-shell B decays. Thus, having light states in the spectrum
with (pseudo)scalar or axial-vector couplings can enhance
the loop-induced two-body decays of the b quark by many
orders of magnitude. The enhancement of the loop-induced
SM Higgs coupling has been known for some time [12,13].
More recently, it has been exploited in the context of B
meson decays to a pair of light dark matter particles
through the Higgs portal [14], decays to a singlet scalar
mixed with the Higgs [15], and decays to a light pseudo-
scalar in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard
model [16]. Rare Kaon decays to metastable mediators
were considered in [17,18].

We will analyze a number of semileptonic and fully
leptonic B decay modes opened up by portal couplings,
which can serve as a powerful probe of new light states. As
often happens in models of this type with intermediate
cascade decays, the increased multiplicity of final state
leptons implies minimal additional suppression [18–20],
thus enhancing signal over background. Specifically, we
calculate B ! KðK$ÞS ! KðK$Þl!l and B0 ! SS ! 2ðl!lÞ
in the minimal extension of the SM by one real scalar S,
and B ! KðK$Þa ! KðK$Þl!l in the axion portal model.
We will show that the constraints imposed by B physics
in the kinematically accessible range where the leptonic
decays of S and a occur within the detector are easily the
most stringent experimental limits. We also extend our
analysis to include the vector portal, and, in particular,
the natural combination of Higgs and vector portals,
and calculate the branching of B ! VKðK$Þ, B0 ! VV
and B ! h0h0. The final state of two Higgs h0 bosons of
the extra U(1) group may be dominated by eight leptons.
The most important point of our analysis is to show
that multilepton signatures of B meson decays, like B0 !
"%"þ"%"þ, can be explored using existing data sets
collected at the B factories and the Tevatron, providing
significant new probes of these models with exotic light
neutral states.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II, we analyze rare B decays in the minimal extension
of the SM by a singlet scalar interacting through the Higgs
portal, as well as an extension with a pseudoscalar singlet
coupled via the axion portal. Section III considers rare B
decay modes proceeding via a combination of Higgs and
vector portals, and we present our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. RARE B DECAYS THROUGH THE HIGGS
AND AXION PORTALS

The extension of the SM by a singlet scalar has been
considered on numerous occasions, e.g. for cosmological
applications as a minimal model of dark matter, with
stability imposed by symmetry [21,22], or its impact on
electroweak baryogenesis or inflation [23]. Novel experi-
mental signatures, including extra decay channels for the
SM Higgs boson, were addressed in [7,15,22,24–28].
A generic renormalizable scalar potential that includes S

self-interactions and couplings to the SM via the Higgs
portal is given by

V ¼ #4S
4 þ #3S

3 þm2
0S

2 þ ðASþ #S2ÞðHyHÞ: (3)

Since we are interested only in the low-energy limit of the
theory relevant for B decays, we will assume stability of
the potential in the S direction and integrate out the Higgs
boson to obtain an effective Lagrangian for S (enforcing
hSi ¼ 0 by an appropriate shift of the field),

L S ¼
1

2
ð@"SÞ2%

1

2
m2

SS
2%

!
$S

v
þ#S2

m2
h

"
Lm%A0

6
S3þ((( :

(4)

The quantity Lm comprises the SM mass terms from
electroweak symmetry breaking (i.e. Lm ¼ ml

!llþ ( ( ( ),
and the physical mass mS, mixing angle $, and self-
interaction parameter A0 are related to the parameters in
(3). The precise nature of these relations ($ ’ Av=m2

h etc.)
will not be critical to our analysis. However, the technical
naturalness of the model (4) is a valuable criterion to use
in setting the characteristic values of $ and A0. In order to
shelter a relatively light scalar from large mass corrections
induced by electroweak symmetry breaking, we take

$ &
mS

mh
)Oð10%2Þ #

!
mS

1 GeV

"
;

A0 & ð16%2m2
SÞ1=2 )Oð10 GeVÞ #

!
mS

1 GeV

"
:

(5)

The latter relation follows from the SS loop correction to
the mass of the scalar. A larger angle $ and self-interaction
parameter A0 would require additional tuned cancellations
between different contributions to mS. The possibility of a
stronger coupling to the Higgs portal, while keeping S light
and avoiding the naturalness constraints, arises in the large
tan& two-Higgs doublet extension of the SM [14] and thus
also in the MSSM.
We will also explore the axion portal, which avoids

corrections to the (sub-) GeV mass of the pseudoscalar
via the dimension-five axial-vector couplings of the form,

L a ¼
X

SM-c

@"a

fc

!c!"!
5c : (6)

Furthermore, for simplicity, we will neglect the effects
of the self-interaction of a, as well as couplings to gauge
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Dark photon search at e+e− B-factory
Physics 7, 115 (2014)

FIG. 1: Researchers have studied electron-positron (e+e≠)
collisions for interactions that produce a normal photon “ and
a dark photon AÕ that interacts with ordinary matter parti-
cles. The dark photon can potentially decay into an e+e≠

pair (shown here) or a µ+µ≠ pair (not shown). However,
the latest results from the BaBar collaboration o�er no sign
of dark photons, thus placing new limits on these types of
models. (APS/Alan Stonebraker)

For its part, the BaBar collaboration has looked for
interactions of hypothetical dark photons with ordinary
matter using electron-positron collision data [3]. BaBar
extended its previous studies [7] to higher sensitivity and
a wider range of masses by using a larger set of data
taken at the asymmetric e+e≠ collider center-of-mass
energy corresponding to the U(4S) resonance (approx-
imately 10.6 GeV) and other energies. In particular,
the researchers searched for events where an electron-
positron collision produced a dark photon and a normal
photon, followed by the dark photon decaying into either
an electron-positron pair or a muon-antimuon pair (see
Fig. 1). The data analysis covered the AÕ mass range
between 0.2 and 10.2 GeV/c2. The presence of the dark
photon would be indicated by the appearance of an unex-
pected peak in the total mass of its decay products above
smooth backgrounds. Dark photons may be expected to
decay in these ways if there are no lighter dark matter
particles, but the researchers discovered no evidence for
peaks in the energy range studied. From this nondetec-
tion, they set new upper limits on the strength of the
mixing of dark photons with standard model particles,
representing improvements by about an order of mag-
nitude over previous studies that also looked for dark
photon decays into electrons/muons.

Null results like these, while not ruling out the exis-
tence of dark photons, serve as important constraints on
the development of novel theories, which might extend
the standard model. A case in point is the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon. Standard model predic-

tions for the muon moment include corrections due to
electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. If a dark
photon existed, and its mass and mixing strength were
within a certain range of values, then it could contribute
additional corrections. Theorists have proposed that a
dark photon contribution could explain a possible (but
not yet confirmed) discrepancy reported between the ex-
pected and measured values for the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon [8–10]. However, the BaBar re-
sult nearly rules out the remaining parameter space for
the simplest dark sector explanation. Future experiments
covering a wide scope of possibilities, such as fixed target
experiments planned at Je�erson Laboratory in Virginia,
will extend the sensitivity and mass range of the search
for dark photons [1] or possibly find evidence for them if
they actually exist. Another exciting possibility is that
the highly sensitive experiments searching for dark pho-
tons could discover some new phenomenon (unrelated to
current speculations about dark matter particles) that
lead the field in entirely new directions.

This research is published inPhysical Review Letters.
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Search&for&dark&photon&decaying&to&
e+e−&or&μ+μ−&&

• A′ → `+`− or π+π− with prompt or displaced vertex
• can also study invisible final state, e.g. e+e− → γ A′(→ χχ̄)
⇐ need special single-γ trigger (BaBar did; Belle did not)
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Search for Υ(1S)→ γ+ invisible

5

these background events by requiring that there be no
IFR cluster within a range of 20◦ of azimuthal angle (φ)
opposite the primary photon (IFR veto). This selection
is applied for mA0 < 4 GeV and mχ < 2 GeV, since the
hadronic final states in radiative Υ (1S) decays are ob-
served to have low invariant mass [21].

For the high-mass range we suppress contamination
from electron bremsstrahlung by rejecting events if the
photon and one of the tracks are closer than 14◦ in φ. In
addition, the two-photon process e+e− → e+e−γ∗γ∗ →
e+e−η′, η′ → γπ+π−, in which the e+e− pair escapes
detection along the beam axis and the two pions satisfy
our selection criteria, produces photons in a narrow en-
ergy range 0.25 < E∗

γ < 0.45 GeV. We take advantage of
the small transverse momentum of the η′ and reject over
half of these events by requiring the primary photon and
dipion system to be separated by at most ∆φ = 160◦.
The signal efficiency for this requirement is 88%.

The selection criteria are chosen to maximize ε/(1.5 +√
B) [22], where ε is the selection efficiency for mχ = 0

and B is the expected background yield. The signal ef-
ficiency varies between 2 and 11%, and is lowest at the
highest masses (lowest photon energy). The backgrounds
can be classified into three categories: continuum back-
grounds from QED processes e+e− → γπ+π− + . . . with
particles escaping detection, radiative leptonic decays
Υ (1S) → γℓ+ℓ−, where leptons ℓ ≡ e, µ, τ are not de-
tected, and peaking backgrounds from radiative hadronic
decays and two-photon η′ production.

We extract the yield of signal events as a function of
mA0 (mχ) in the interval 0 ≤ mA0 ≤ 9.2 GeV (0 ≤ mχ ≤
4.5 GeV) by performing a series of unbinned extended
maximum likelihood scans in steps of mA0 (mχ). We use
two kinematic variables: the dipion recoil mass Mrecoil

and the missing mass squared M2
X :

M2
recoil = M2

Υ (2S) + m2
ππ − 2MΥ (2S)E

∗
ππ (1)

M2
X = (Pe+e− − Pππ − Pγ)2 (2)

where E∗
ππ is the CM energy of the dipion system, and P

is the four-momentum. The two-dimensional likelihood
function is computed for observables (Mrecoil, M

2
X) over

the range 9.44 ≤ Mrecoil ≤ 9.48 GeV and −10 ≤ M2
X ≤

68 GeV2 (low-mass region) and 40 ≤ M2
X ≤ 84.5 GeV2

(high-mass region). It contains contributions from signal,
continuum background, radiative leptonic Υ (1S) back-
ground, and peaking backgrounds, as described below.
We search for the A0 in mass steps equivalent to half
the mass resolution σ(mA0). We sample a total of 196
points in the low-mass 0 ≤ mA0 ≤ 8 GeV range, and
146 points in the high-mass range 7.5 ≤ mA0 ≤ 9.2 GeV.
For the Υ (1S) → γχχ search, we use 17 values of mχ

over 0 ≤ mχ ≤ 4.5 GeV. For each mA0 (mχ) value, we
compute the value of the negative log-likelihood NLL =
− lnL(Nsig) in steps of the signal yield Nsig ≥ 0 while
minimizing NLL with respect to the background yields

Ncont (continuum), Nlept (Υ (1S) → γℓ+ℓ−), and, where
appropriate, Nhadr (radiative hadronic background) or
Nη′ (two-photon η′ background). If the minimum of NLL
occurs for Nsig > 0, we compute the raw statistical sig-

nificance of a particular fit as S =
!

2 log(L/L0), where
L0 is the value of the likelihood for Nsig = 0. For small
S, we integrate L(Nsig) with uniform prior over Nsig ≥ 0
to compute the 90% C.L. Bayesian upper limits. In the
range 7.5 ≤ mA0 ≤ 8 GeV and 3.5 ≤ mχ ≤ 4 GeV where
the low-mass and high-mass selections overlap, we add
NLLs from both datasets, ignoring a small (3%) correla-
tion. This likelihood scan procedure is designed to handle
samples with a very small number of events in the signal
region.

We use signal Monte Carlo (MC) samples [23, 24]
Υ (1S) → γA0 and Υ (1S) → γχχ generated at 17 val-
ues of mA0 over a broad range 0 ≤ mA0 ≤ 9.2 GeV and
at 17 values of mχ over 0 ≤ mχ ≤ 4.5 GeV to deter-
mine the signal distributions in M2

X and selection effi-
ciencies. We then interpolate these distributions and ef-
ficiencies. The signal probability density function (PDF)
in M2

X is described by a Crystal Ball (CB) function [25]
(Υ (1S) → γA0) or a resolution-smeared phase-space
function (Υ (1S) → γχχ). The resolution in M2

X is
dominated by the photon energy resolution, and varies
monotonically from 1 GeV2 at low mA0 to 0.2 GeV2 at
mA0 = 9.2 GeV. We correct the signal PDF in M2

X

for the difference between the photon energy resolution
function in data and simulation using a high-statistics
e+e− → γγ sample. We determine the signal distribu-
tion in Mrecoil, as well as that of background containing
real Υ (1S) decays, from a large data sample of events
Υ (1S) → µ+µ−. This PDF is modeled as a sum of two
CB functions with common mean, a common resolution
σ(Mrecoil) ≈ 2MeV, and two opposite-side tails.

We describe the M2
X PDF of the radiative Υ (1S) →

γℓ+ℓ− background by an exponential function, and de-
termine the exponent from a fit to the distribution of
M2

X in a Υ (1S) → γℓ+ℓ− data sample in which the two
stable leptons (e or µ) are fully reconstructed. Before
the fit, this sample is re-weighted by the probability as a
function of M2

X that neither lepton is observed.
The continuum M2

X PDF is described by a function
that has a resolution-smeared phase-space component at
low M2

X , and an exponential rise at high M2
X . For the

low-mass selection (−10 ≤ M2
X ≤ 68 GeV2), we deter-

mine this PDF from a fit to the Υ (3S) data sample. For
the high-mass region (40 ≤ M2

X ≤ 84.5 GeV2), we deter-
mine this PDF, as well as the M2

X PDF of the peaking
η′ background, from a fit to the Υ (2S) data sample se-
lected with the NN requirement N < 0. The Mrecoil PDF
is determined from a fit to the Υ (3S) data sample.

The contribution from the radiative hadronic back-
grounds is estimated from the measurement of Υ (1S) →
γh+h− spectra [21]. We assume isospin symmetry to re-
late B(Υ (1S) → γK+K−) to B(Υ (1S) → γK0

L
K0

L
), and

6

B(Υ (1S) → γpp) to B(Υ (1S) → γnn). A small addi-
tional contribution arises from Υ (1S) → γπ+π− events
in which the pions escape detection. We expect Nhadr =
6.6 ± 1.1 radiative hadronic events (without IFR veto),
dominated by Υ (1S) → γK0

L
K0

L
, or Nveto

hadr = 1.02 ± 0.14
events (with IFR veto). We describe the M2

X distribution
of these events with a combination of CB functions, using
the measured spectrum of Υ (1S) → γh+h− events [21].

The largest systematic uncertainty is on the recon-
struction efficiency, which includes the trigger/filter ef-
ficiency (εtrig), and photon (εγ) and dipion (εππ) recon-
struction and selection efficiencies. We measure the prod-
uct εππ × NΥ (1S), where NΥ (1S) is the number of pro-
duced Υ (1S) mesons, with a clean high-statistics sample
of the Υ (1S) → µ+µ− decays. The uncertainty (2.1%)
is dominated by B(Υ (1S) → µ+µ−) (2%) [3] and a small
selection uncertainty for the µ+µ− final state. We mea-
sure εγ in an e+e− → γγ sample in which one of the
photons converts into an e+e− pair in the detector ma-
terial (1.8% uncertainty). The trigger efficiency εtrig is
measured in unbiased random samples of events that by-
pass the trigger/filter selection. This uncertainty is small
for the single-photon triggers (0.4%), but is statistically
limited for the dipion triggers (8%). In the low-mass re-
gion, we take into account the anti-correlation between
single-photon and dipion trigger efficiencies in L3; the
uncertainty for the combination of the triggers is 1.2%.

We account for additional uncertainties associated
with the signal and background PDFs, and the predicted
number of radiative hadronic events Nhadr, including
PDF parameter correlations. These uncertainties do not
scale with the signal yield, but are found to be small.
We also test for possible biases in the fitted value of the
signal yield with a large ensemble of pseudo-experiments.
The biases are consistent with zero for all values of mA0

and mχ, and we assign an uncertainty of 0.25 events.

As a first step in the likelihood scan, we perform fits
to the low-mass and high-mass regions with Nsig = 0.
The free parameters in the fit are Ncont, Nlept, and Nhadr

(low-mass region), and Ncont, Nlept, and Nη′ (high-mass
region). The results of the fits are shown in Fig. 1. We
observe no significant deviations from the background-
only hypothesis. We find Nhadr = 8.7+4.0

−3.3 ± 0.8 (without
IFR veto) with a significance of 3.5σ, including system-
atic uncertainties.

We then proceed to perform the likelihood scans as a
function of Nsig in steps of mA0 and mχ. In the scan, the
contribution of radiative hadronic background is fixed to
the expectation Nhadr = 1.02 ± 0.14 for mA0 < 4 GeV
(mχ < 2 GeV) where the IFR veto is applied, and
to Nhadr = 6.6 ± 1.1 for fits in 4 ≤ mA0 ≤ 8 GeV
(2 ≤ mχ < 4 GeV) range. We do not observe a significant
excess of events above the background, and set upper lim-
its on B(Υ (1S) → γA0)× B(A0 → invisible) (Fig. 2) and
B(Υ (1S) → γχχ) (Fig. 3). The limits are dominated by
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B(Υ (1S) → γpp) to B(Υ (1S) → γnn). A small addi-
tional contribution arises from Υ (1S) → γπ+π− events
in which the pions escape detection. We expect Nhadr =
6.6 ± 1.1 radiative hadronic events (without IFR veto),
dominated by Υ (1S) → γK0

L
K0

L
, or Nveto

hadr = 1.02 ± 0.14
events (with IFR veto). We describe the M2

X distribution
of these events with a combination of CB functions, using
the measured spectrum of Υ (1S) → γh+h− events [21].

The largest systematic uncertainty is on the recon-
struction efficiency, which includes the trigger/filter ef-
ficiency (εtrig), and photon (εγ) and dipion (εππ) recon-
struction and selection efficiencies. We measure the prod-
uct εππ × NΥ (1S), where NΥ (1S) is the number of pro-
duced Υ (1S) mesons, with a clean high-statistics sample
of the Υ (1S) → µ+µ− decays. The uncertainty (2.1%)
is dominated by B(Υ (1S) → µ+µ−) (2%) [3] and a small
selection uncertainty for the µ+µ− final state. We mea-
sure εγ in an e+e− → γγ sample in which one of the
photons converts into an e+e− pair in the detector ma-
terial (1.8% uncertainty). The trigger efficiency εtrig is
measured in unbiased random samples of events that by-
pass the trigger/filter selection. This uncertainty is small
for the single-photon triggers (0.4%), but is statistically
limited for the dipion triggers (8%). In the low-mass re-
gion, we take into account the anti-correlation between
single-photon and dipion trigger efficiencies in L3; the
uncertainty for the combination of the triggers is 1.2%.

We account for additional uncertainties associated
with the signal and background PDFs, and the predicted
number of radiative hadronic events Nhadr, including
PDF parameter correlations. These uncertainties do not
scale with the signal yield, but are found to be small.
We also test for possible biases in the fitted value of the
signal yield with a large ensemble of pseudo-experiments.
The biases are consistent with zero for all values of mA0

and mχ, and we assign an uncertainty of 0.25 events.

As a first step in the likelihood scan, we perform fits
to the low-mass and high-mass regions with Nsig = 0.
The free parameters in the fit are Ncont, Nlept, and Nhadr

(low-mass region), and Ncont, Nlept, and Nη′ (high-mass
region). The results of the fits are shown in Fig. 1. We
observe no significant deviations from the background-
only hypothesis. We find Nhadr = 8.7+4.0

−3.3 ± 0.8 (without
IFR veto) with a significance of 3.5σ, including system-
atic uncertainties.

We then proceed to perform the likelihood scans as a
function of Nsig in steps of mA0 and mχ. In the scan, the
contribution of radiative hadronic background is fixed to
the expectation Nhadr = 1.02 ± 0.14 for mA0 < 4 GeV
(mχ < 2 GeV) where the IFR veto is applied, and
to Nhadr = 6.6 ± 1.1 for fits in 4 ≤ mA0 ≤ 8 GeV
(2 ≤ mχ < 4 GeV) range. We do not observe a significant
excess of events above the background, and set upper lim-
its on B(Υ (1S) → γA0)× B(A0 → invisible) (Fig. 2) and
B(Υ (1S) → γχχ) (Fig. 3). The limits are dominated by
statistical uncertainties. The largest statistical fluctua-
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Physics 7, 115 (2014)

FIG. 1: Researchers have studied electron-positron (e+e≠)
collisions for interactions that produce a normal photon “ and
a dark photon AÕ that interacts with ordinary matter parti-
cles. The dark photon can potentially decay into an e+e≠

pair (shown here) or a µ+µ≠ pair (not shown). However,
the latest results from the BaBar collaboration o�er no sign
of dark photons, thus placing new limits on these types of
models. (APS/Alan Stonebraker)

For its part, the BaBar collaboration has looked for
interactions of hypothetical dark photons with ordinary
matter using electron-positron collision data [3]. BaBar
extended its previous studies [7] to higher sensitivity and
a wider range of masses by using a larger set of data
taken at the asymmetric e+e≠ collider center-of-mass
energy corresponding to the U(4S) resonance (approx-
imately 10.6 GeV) and other energies. In particular,
the researchers searched for events where an electron-
positron collision produced a dark photon and a normal
photon, followed by the dark photon decaying into either
an electron-positron pair or a muon-antimuon pair (see
Fig. 1). The data analysis covered the AÕ mass range
between 0.2 and 10.2 GeV/c2. The presence of the dark
photon would be indicated by the appearance of an unex-
pected peak in the total mass of its decay products above
smooth backgrounds. Dark photons may be expected to
decay in these ways if there are no lighter dark matter
particles, but the researchers discovered no evidence for
peaks in the energy range studied. From this nondetec-
tion, they set new upper limits on the strength of the
mixing of dark photons with standard model particles,
representing improvements by about an order of mag-
nitude over previous studies that also looked for dark
photon decays into electrons/muons.

Null results like these, while not ruling out the exis-
tence of dark photons, serve as important constraints on
the development of novel theories, which might extend
the standard model. A case in point is the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon. Standard model predic-

tions for the muon moment include corrections due to
electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. If a dark
photon existed, and its mass and mixing strength were
within a certain range of values, then it could contribute
additional corrections. Theorists have proposed that a
dark photon contribution could explain a possible (but
not yet confirmed) discrepancy reported between the ex-
pected and measured values for the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon [8–10]. However, the BaBar re-
sult nearly rules out the remaining parameter space for
the simplest dark sector explanation. Future experiments
covering a wide scope of possibilities, such as fixed target
experiments planned at Je�erson Laboratory in Virginia,
will extend the sensitivity and mass range of the search
for dark photons [1] or possibly find evidence for them if
they actually exist. Another exciting possibility is that
the highly sensitive experiments searching for dark pho-
tons could discover some new phenomenon (unrelated to
current speculations about dark matter particles) that
lead the field in entirely new directions.

This research is published inPhysical Review Letters.
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Figure 1: Dark photon branching fraction to specific final states as a function of the dark
photon mass.

1.1 Searches at BABAR

A dark photon can be readily produced in the reaction e+e− → γA′, and decay sub-
sequently into SM leptons via kinetic mixing. This signature is similar to that of light
CP-odd Higgs (A0) production in e+e− → γA0, A0 → ℓ+ℓ−. Searches for narrow dimuon
and ditau resonances in Υ (3S) and Υ (2S) decays [9] have been reinterpreted as constraints
on the coupling α′ = αϵ2 between the dark photon and SM fermions [10]. Upper limits
on the square of the mixing parameter ϵ2 = α′/α of the order of 10−5 have been set,
as shown in Fig. 2. These limits must however be taken with caution; they are derived
from a measurement where the efficiency is determined assuming a scalar resonance, not
a vector one. Constraints derived from other experiments are also shown. They include
results derived from beam-dump experiments [11], the electron anomalous magnetic mo-
ment [12], KLOE [14, 15], WASA-at-COSY [16], HADES [17], A1 at MAMI [18] and the
test run from APEX [19]. The red line shows the value of the coupling required to explain
the discrepancy between the calculated and measured anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon [13].

The decay A′ → invisible can be probed through the e+e− → γ + invisible reaction,
scanning the photon energy spectrum (or, alternatively, the recoiling mass against the
photon) for a peak. BABAR has collected about 50 fb−1 of data with a single photon
trigger, and an analysis of this channel is currently performed. Preliminary estimates
indicate that values of ϵ2 down to 10−6 could be reached, substantially improving the
existing limits (see for example [20]).

Extensions of dark sectors to a non-Abelian groups introduce additional dark gauge
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Introduction

• several Dark Matter models predict “Dark Photon” A0, loosely interacting with the
SM photon via kinetic mixing term �L = ✏

2FY ,µ⌫F 0
µ⌫

[e.g. Pospelov-Ritz-Voloshin, PLB 662, 53 (2008)]
• A0 mass in MeV-GeV range could explain recent anomalies in cosmic rays observations
• can be produced on-shell with ISR in BABAR, decaying into fermion pair with its mass
• sizable A0 branching fractions to e+e� and µ+µ� permit clean and efficient search

A0 production in BABAR

✏

e+ �

e�

A0

f

f̄

A0 decay branching fractions depend on mass

BR

m(A0) [GeV]
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Observation&of&CP&violation&from&
time,dependent&analysis&of&
B0➝D(*)0h0&decays
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84#institutes#
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� L dt
=

10
39

fb
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counter

Si Vtx. det. 
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Search for new ⇡0-like particles produced with a ⌧ -lepton pair
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&σ(e+e−&➝AY&γ;&AY➝&�+�−)
• Fit#signal#peak#over#smooth#background##

– background:#3rd/4th#order#polynomial#+#

Crystal#Ball#+#interference#

– signal#mass#shape#from#MC,#tuned#on#data#

using#e+e−#➝J/ψ#γ;#J/ψ➝#�+�−#

– σm(A~)#from#1.5#to#8#MeV#

– about#5500#fits#to#scan#the#A~#mass#spectrum#

from#0.02/0.212#GeV#(e+e−/μ+μ−)#up#to#

10.2GeV#in#steps#of#1/2#σm(A~)
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Figure 1: Fit to the dielectron mass (left) and the reduced dimuon
mass distribution (right) yielding the most significant deviations from
zero for each channel. The fit is shown as a solid red line, and the
background component as a red dashed line. The di↵erence between
the data and the fitted background is shown in the lower panel, to-
gether with the fitted signal component (dashed green curve).

formed in steps of approximately half of the dark photon
mass resolution, sampling a total of 5704 (5370) mass
hypotheses for the dielectron (dimuon) channel. Each fit
is performed over a range at least 20 times larger than
the corresponding signal resolution, with the constraint
me+e� > 0.015 GeV for the dielectron channel.

The signal probability density function (pdf) is mod-
eled from simulated signal mass distributions using a
non-parametric kernel pdf, and interpolated between the
known simulated masses [22]. A sample of e+e� !
�J/ , J/ ! l+l� events is used to validate the signal
resolution predicted by the simulation. We find that
the simulation underestimates the dielectron (dimuon)
mass resolution 8% (4%), and we increase the signal
pdf width by the corresponding amount. The radiative
Bhabha background is described by a third or fourth or-
der polynomial, depending on the mass range, while the

radiative dimuon background is parametrized by a third
order polynomial, constrained to pass through the origin
for fits in the region below 0.05 GeV. Peaking contribu-
tions from the J/ ,  (2S ), ⌥(1S ), and⌥(2S ) resonances
are modeled by Crystal Ball functions. The interference
between the ! or � resonances with radiative dilepton
production is described with an empirical function. We
exclude the resonant regions from the search, vetoing
ranges of ±30 MeV around the nominal mass of the !
and � resonances, and ±50 MeV around the J/ ,  (2S ),
and ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances. Example of fits yielding the
most significant signals are shown in Fig. 1. Alternative
descriptions of the radiative Bhabha and dimuon contri-
butions based on second or fourth order polynomials are
used to assess the uncertainty on the background model-
ing. This uncertainty is at the level of a few percents for
most of the mass hypotheses, but reaches almost 100%
(50%) of the statistical uncertainty near me+e� ⇠ 20 MeV
(the ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances).
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Figure 2: The e+e� ! �A0, A0 ! e+e� (top) and e+e� ! �A0, A0 !
µ+µ� (bottom) cross-sections together with their respective statistical
significance (S S ) as a function of the dark photon mass. The gray
bands indicate the regions excluded from the analysis.

e+e−

• σ(e+e−#➝A~#γ;#A~➝#�+�−)#vs#A~#mass;#

regions#around#known#resonances#(grey#

bands)#excluded#from#fits#

• Calculate#(signed)#signal#significance#with#

respect#to#background.only#hypothesis#

!
– Largest#significance#at#7.02#GeV#for#electrons#
(3.4#σ#➝0.6#σ#with#trial#factor)
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Measure signal cross section as function of mass

• scan fitting for signal mass peak over smooth background
I steps 1/2 the mass resolution
I scan excludes known resonances (grey bands in plots below)
I signal shape from Monte Carlo simulation, tuned with data known resonances

• determine signed signal significance from likelihood ratios
S = sign[N(signal)]

p
2 log[L(signal + bkg)/L(bkg)]

• measure �(e+e� ! �A0, A0 ! `+`�) from fitted signal events yields

�(e+e� ! �A0, A0 ! e+e�)
and its significance

no evidence of signal
(with “look elsewhere” effect)
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BABAR
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no evidence of signal
(with “look elsewhere” effect)
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Figure 1: Fit to the dielectron mass (left) and the reduced dimuon
mass distribution (right) yielding the most significant deviations from
zero for each channel. The fit is shown as a solid red line, and the
background component as a red dashed line. The di↵erence between
the data and the fitted background is shown in the lower panel, to-
gether with the fitted signal component (dashed green curve).

formed in steps of approximately half of the dark photon
mass resolution, sampling a total of 5704 (5370) mass
hypotheses for the dielectron (dimuon) channel. Each fit
is performed over a range at least 20 times larger than
the corresponding signal resolution, with the constraint
me+e� > 0.015 GeV for the dielectron channel.

The signal probability density function (pdf) is mod-
eled from simulated signal mass distributions using a
non-parametric kernel pdf, and interpolated between the
known simulated masses [22]. A sample of e+e� !
�J/ , J/ ! l+l� events is used to validate the signal
resolution predicted by the simulation. We find that
the simulation underestimates the dielectron (dimuon)
mass resolution 8% (4%), and we increase the signal
pdf width by the corresponding amount. The radiative
Bhabha background is described by a third or fourth or-
der polynomial, depending on the mass range, while the

radiative dimuon background is parametrized by a third
order polynomial, constrained to pass through the origin
for fits in the region below 0.05 GeV. Peaking contribu-
tions from the J/ ,  (2S ), ⌥(1S ), and⌥(2S ) resonances
are modeled by Crystal Ball functions. The interference
between the ! or � resonances with radiative dilepton
production is described with an empirical function. We
exclude the resonant regions from the search, vetoing
ranges of ±30 MeV around the nominal mass of the !
and � resonances, and ±50 MeV around the J/ ,  (2S ),
and ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances. Example of fits yielding the
most significant signals are shown in Fig. 1. Alternative
descriptions of the radiative Bhabha and dimuon contri-
butions based on second or fourth order polynomials are
used to assess the uncertainty on the background model-
ing. This uncertainty is at the level of a few percents for
most of the mass hypotheses, but reaches almost 100%
(50%) of the statistical uncertainty near me+e� ⇠ 20 MeV
(the ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances).
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µ+µ� (bottom) cross-sections together with their respective statistical
significance (S S ) as a function of the dark photon mass. The gray
bands indicate the regions excluded from the analysis.
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– background:#3rd/4th#order#polynomial#+#

Crystal#Ball#+#interference#

– signal#mass#shape#from#MC,#tuned#on#data#

using#e+e−#➝J/ψ#γ;#J/ψ➝#�+�−#

– σm(A~)#from#1.5#to#8#MeV#

– about#5500#fits#to#scan#the#A~#mass#spectrum#

from#0.02/0.212#GeV#(e+e−/μ+μ−)#up#to#

10.2GeV#in#steps#of#1/2#σm(A~)
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Measure signal cross section as function of mass

• scan fitting for signal mass peak over smooth background
I steps 1/2 the mass resolution
I scan excludes known resonances (grey bands in plots below)
I signal shape from Monte Carlo simulation, tuned with data known resonances

• determine signed signal significance from likelihood ratios
S = sign[N(signal)]

p
2 log[L(signal + bkg)/L(bkg)]

• measure �(e+e� ! �A0, A0 ! `+`�) from fitted signal events yields

�(e+e� ! �A0, A0 ! e+e�)
and its significance

no evidence of signal
(with “look elsewhere” effect)
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Figure 1: Fit to the dielectron mass (left) and the reduced dimuon
mass distribution (right) yielding the most significant deviations from
zero for each channel. The fit is shown as a solid red line, and the
background component as a red dashed line. The di↵erence between
the data and the fitted background is shown in the lower panel, to-
gether with the fitted signal component (dashed green curve).

formed in steps of approximately half of the dark photon
mass resolution, sampling a total of 5704 (5370) mass
hypotheses for the dielectron (dimuon) channel. Each fit
is performed over a range at least 20 times larger than
the corresponding signal resolution, with the constraint
me+e� > 0.015 GeV for the dielectron channel.

The signal probability density function (pdf) is mod-
eled from simulated signal mass distributions using a
non-parametric kernel pdf, and interpolated between the
known simulated masses [22]. A sample of e+e� !
�J/ , J/ ! l+l� events is used to validate the signal
resolution predicted by the simulation. We find that
the simulation underestimates the dielectron (dimuon)
mass resolution 8% (4%), and we increase the signal
pdf width by the corresponding amount. The radiative
Bhabha background is described by a third or fourth or-
der polynomial, depending on the mass range, while the

radiative dimuon background is parametrized by a third
order polynomial, constrained to pass through the origin
for fits in the region below 0.05 GeV. Peaking contribu-
tions from the J/ ,  (2S ), ⌥(1S ), and⌥(2S ) resonances
are modeled by Crystal Ball functions. The interference
between the ! or � resonances with radiative dilepton
production is described with an empirical function. We
exclude the resonant regions from the search, vetoing
ranges of ±30 MeV around the nominal mass of the !
and � resonances, and ±50 MeV around the J/ ,  (2S ),
and ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances. Example of fits yielding the
most significant signals are shown in Fig. 1. Alternative
descriptions of the radiative Bhabha and dimuon contri-
butions based on second or fourth order polynomials are
used to assess the uncertainty on the background model-
ing. This uncertainty is at the level of a few percents for
most of the mass hypotheses, but reaches almost 100%
(50%) of the statistical uncertainty near me+e� ⇠ 20 MeV
(the ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances).
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µ+µ� (bottom) cross-sections together with their respective statistical
significance (S S ) as a function of the dark photon mass. The gray
bands indicate the regions excluded from the analysis.
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Figure 1: Fit to the dielectron mass (left) and the reduced dimuon
mass distribution (right) yielding the most significant deviations from
zero for each channel. The fit is shown as a solid red line, and the
background component as a red dashed line. The di↵erence between
the data and the fitted background is shown in the lower panel, to-
gether with the fitted signal component (dashed green curve).

formed in steps of approximately half of the dark photon
mass resolution, sampling a total of 5704 (5370) mass
hypotheses for the dielectron (dimuon) channel. Each fit
is performed over a range at least 20 times larger than
the corresponding signal resolution, with the constraint
me+e� > 0.015 GeV for the dielectron channel.

The signal probability density function (pdf) is mod-
eled from simulated signal mass distributions using a
non-parametric kernel pdf, and interpolated between the
known simulated masses [22]. A sample of e+e� !
�J/ , J/ ! l+l� events is used to validate the signal
resolution predicted by the simulation. We find that
the simulation underestimates the dielectron (dimuon)
mass resolution 8% (4%), and we increase the signal
pdf width by the corresponding amount. The radiative
Bhabha background is described by a third or fourth or-
der polynomial, depending on the mass range, while the

radiative dimuon background is parametrized by a third
order polynomial, constrained to pass through the origin
for fits in the region below 0.05 GeV. Peaking contribu-
tions from the J/ ,  (2S ), ⌥(1S ), and⌥(2S ) resonances
are modeled by Crystal Ball functions. The interference
between the ! or � resonances with radiative dilepton
production is described with an empirical function. We
exclude the resonant regions from the search, vetoing
ranges of ±30 MeV around the nominal mass of the !
and � resonances, and ±50 MeV around the J/ ,  (2S ),
and ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances. Example of fits yielding the
most significant signals are shown in Fig. 1. Alternative
descriptions of the radiative Bhabha and dimuon contri-
butions based on second or fourth order polynomials are
used to assess the uncertainty on the background model-
ing. This uncertainty is at the level of a few percents for
most of the mass hypotheses, but reaches almost 100%
(50%) of the statistical uncertainty near me+e� ⇠ 20 MeV
(the ⌥(1S , 2S ) resonances).
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Figure 2: The e+e� ! �A0, A0 ! e+e� (top) and e+e� ! �A0, A0 !
µ+µ� (bottom) cross-sections together with their respective statistical
significance (S S ) as a function of the dark photon mass. The gray
bands indicate the regions excluded from the analysis.

μ+μ−

�(e+e� ! �A0; A0 ! `+`�)

• Fit m`+`� signal peak over smooth bkgd.

• background: polynomial + Crystal Ball + interference

• signal shape from MC, tuned on data using e+e� ! J/ (! `+`�)�

• bin size ⇠ �m(A0)/2, where �m(A0) ⇠ (1.5 ⇠ 8)MeV
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obtained by combining the signal yields of each data
sample divided by the efficiency and luminosity. The cross
sections as a function of mA0 are shown in Fig. 2; the
distributions of the statistical significances of the fits are
displayed in Fig. 3. The statistical significance of each fit
is taken as S ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 logðL=L0Þ

p
, where L and L0 are the

likelihood values for fits with a free signal and the pure
background hypothesis, respectively. We estimate trial
factors by generating a large sample of MC experiments.
The largest local significance is 3.4σ (2.9σ), observed near
mA0 ¼ 7.02 GeV (6.09 GeV) for the dielectron (dimuon)
final state. Including trial factors, the corresponding p
value is 0.57 (0.94), consistent with the null hypothesis.
We extract the eþe− → γA0 cross section for each final

state using the expected dark photon branching fractions
A0 → lþl− from Ref. [9] and combine the results into a
single measurement. The uncertainties on the dark photon
branching fractions (0.1%–4%), the luminosity (0.6%), and
the limited MC statistics (0.5%–4%) are propagated as
systematic uncertainties. We derive 90% confidence level
(C.L.) Bayesian upper limits on the eþe− → γA0 cross

section, assuming a flat prior for the cross section. The
limits are typically at the level ofOð1–10Þ fb. These results
are finally translated into 90% C.L. upper limits on the
mixing strength between the photon and dark photon as a
function of the dark photon mass [10]. The results are
displayed in Fig. 4. The average correlation between
neighboring points is around 90%. Bounds at the level
of 10−4–10−3 for 0.02 < mA0 < 10.2 GeV are set, signifi-
cantly improving previous constraints derived from beam-
dump experiments [11,12,18], the electron anomalous
magnetic moment [13], KLOE [14,15], WASA-at-COSY
[16], HADES [17], A1 at MAMI [19], and the test run from
APEX [20]. These results also supersede and extend the
constraints based on a search for a light CP-odd Higgs
boson at BABAR [21,22] with a smaller data set. No signal
consistent with the excess reported by the HyperCP experi-
ment close to 214 MeV is observed [38,39]. We further
constrain the range of the parameter space favored by
interpretations of the discrepancy between the calculated
and measured anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
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A0 → μþμ− (bottom) cross sections together with their respective
statistical significance (SS) as a function of the dark photon mass.
The gray bands indicate the mass regions that are excluded from
the analysis.
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�(e+e� ! �A0; A0 ! `+`�) vs. mA0

• stat. significance for each mA0 bin: S =
p

2 log (L/L0)

• Smax for e-mode at 7.02 GeV [3.4� (0.6� w/ LEE)]

• Smax for µ-mode at 6.08 GeV [2.9� (0.1� w/ LEE)]
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Constraints on dark-photon parameters

• Determine#σ(e+e−#➝A~#γ)=#σ(e+e−#➝A~#γ;#A~➝#�+�−)/�(A@➝3�+�−)#
• Use#514#â−1#of#Y(4S)#Y(3S)#Y(2S)#data,#combine#e+e−#and#μ+μ−#

• Compute#90%#CL#upper#limits#for#ε#using#a#flat#prior#for#σ(e+e−#➝A~#γ)#
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

• Our#measurement#(“BABAR#2014”)#significantly#constrains#the#parameter#space,#
including#“(g.2)μ#window”
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The dark photon A0 and the dark Higgs boson h0 are hypothetical constituents featured in a number of
recently proposed dark sector models. Assuming prompt decays of both dark particles, we search for their
production in the so-called Higgstrahlung channel eþe− → A0h0, with h0 → A0A0. We investigate ten
exclusive final states with A0 → eþe−, μþμ−, or πþπ− in the mass ranges 0.1 GeV=c2 < mA0 <
3.5 GeV=c2 and 0.2 GeV=c2 < mh0 < 10.5 GeV=c2. We also investigate three inclusive final states
2ðeþe−ÞX, 2ðμþμ−ÞX, and ðeþe−Þðμþμ−ÞX, where X denotes a dark photon candidate detected via missing
mass, in the mass ranges 1.1 GeV=c2 < mA0 < 3.5 GeV=c2 and 2.2 GeV=c2 < mh0 < 10.5 GeV=c2.
Using the entire 977 fb−1 data set collected by Belle, we observe no significant signal. We obtain individual
and combined 90% credibility level upper limits on the branching fraction times the Born cross section,
B × σBorn, on the Born cross section σBorn, and on the dark photon coupling to the dark Higgs boson times
the kinetic mixing between the standard model photon and the dark photon, αD × ϵ2. These limits improve
upon and cover wider mass ranges than previous experiments. The limits from the final states 3ðπþπ−Þ and
2ðeþe−ÞX are the first placed by any experiment. For αD equal to 1=137, mh0 < 8 GeV=c2, and
mA0 < 1 GeV=c2, we exclude values of the mixing parameter ϵ above ∼8 × 10−4.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.211801 PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 14.60.-z, 14.80.Ec, 95.35.+d

Recent results from dedicated dark-matter searches [1–3],
muon-spin precession measurements [4], and space-based
particle observatories [5–7] may be interpreted as deviations
from the standard model (SM) of particle physics. Attempts
at devising unified explanations have led to dark sector
models that introduce a new hidden or dark U(1) interaction
that imbues dark matter with a novel charge [8–28]. A
possible mediator of this new Abelian force is the dark

photon, which has an expected mass of the order of
MeV=c2–GeV=c2 and has a very small kinetic mixing with
the standard model photon, ϵ, of the order of 10−5–10−2

[13]. The dark U(1) symmetry group could be spontaneously
broken, by a Higgs mechanism, adding a dark Higgs boson
h0 (or several of these) to such models [24].
Because of the small coupling to SM particles and the

low expected mass of the dark photon, the ideal tools to
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Dark photon search via Higgs-strahlung

• Search mode depends on Mh′ and MA′

• In this talk, only Mh′ > 2MA′ is considered⇒ h′ → A′A′ is used

• ‘exclusive’: 3 charged-track pairs, each with the same invariant mass
• ‘inclusive’: 2 charged-track pair, each with the same invariant mass, and

missing (E,~p)
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Event selection
• 3 (at least 2) lepton/hadron pairs (e+e−, µ+µ−, or π+π−)

Searches for dark photons and dark Higgs at Belle

Presented today for the first time, a new limit in the search for a dark photon and a dark Higgs
with:

A and h0 prompt

mh0 > 2mA

0.1 < mA < 3.5 GeV/c2 and 0.2 < mh0 < 10.5 GeV/c2

↵D : dark sector constant
✏2: kinetic mixing

10 exclusive channels: 3e+3e�, 3µ+3µ�, 2e+2e�µ+µ�, 2µ+2µ�e+e�, 3⇡+3⇡�, 2⇡+2⇡�e+e�,

2⇡+2⇡�µ+µ� 2e+2e�⇡+⇡�, 2µ+2µ�⇡+⇡�, e+e�µ+µ�⇡+⇡�

3 inclusive channels for mA > 1.1 GeV/c2:2e+2e�X , 2µ+2µ�X , e+e�µ+µ�X

If ↵D = 1, Higgs-strahlung channel most sensitive to A

Igal Jaegle (UH for Belle/Belle II) Dark sector particle searches Dark Interactions 4 / 17

• impact parameters and χ2 of vertex fit requirements
• consistent with (E,~p) conservation
• mass of each `+`−, π+π− pair be consistent with MA′
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Background
• estimated using “same-sign” pairs from e+e− → (`+`+)(`+`−)(`−`−)

• Sort the pairs by invariant mass, m1 > m2 > m3

then plot m1 −m3 vs. m1

• For each M`+`− region, scale same-sign yield to `+`− in the side-band,
then extrapolate into the M`+`− signal region.
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•'19%'of'events'due'to'3(π+πP)'
•'74%'of'events'due'to'2(l+lP)X

(I.'Jaegle'et'al.,'(PRL'114,'211801'(2015))

• 19% of events due to 3(π+π−)

• 74% of events due to 2(π+π−) X
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FIG. 2: (a) : Signal candidates observed versus dark pho-
ton canditate mass, mA0cand. , and dark Higgs candidate mass,
mA0cand.A0cand. , for the 13 final states. There are 3 entries
per event. (b) and (c): Projection onto mA0cand.A0cand. and
mA0cand. for the data (red squares) and same-sign normalized
(blue squares). The dark photon mass candidate distribu-
tion has been scaled by 3. (d): Normalized residual between
data and same-sign scaled distribution for the dark photon
candidate mass (red points) and dark Higgs mass candidate
(black squares). The same-sign error bars contain statistical
and systematic errors. For empty bins, the systematic error
is 1 count.

momenta of the initial-state electron and positron and
the two-final state dark photon candidates. The mass
mX of this missing four-momentum is then compared to
the reconstructed masses of dark photon candidates 1
and 2 using �m = mX � (m1

A0cand. + m2
A0cand.)/2. We

select final states with

��mmin < �m < �mmax (2)

, where the optimized limits �mmin and �mmax each
depend on the measured mean mass of dark photons 1
and 2.

For exclusive (inclusive) channels, we then require the
invariant masses of dark photon candidates, mA0cand. , to
be consistent with three (two) distinct A0 ! l+l� or
⇡+⇡� decays. Signal candidates with three (two) “equal”
dark photon masses are kept by requiring

mmin
A0cand. < mA0cand. < mmax

A0cand. (3)

, where the optimized limits mmin
A0cand. and mmax

A0cand. each
depend on the measured mean mass of the three exclusive
(two inclusive) dark photon candidates and the simulated
width of the invariant mass distribution of the dark pho-
ton.

If, for a given final-state, more than one signal candi-
date per event fulfills the selection criteria, we select the
candidate with the smallest �m (for the exclusive chan-
nels: ⌃3

1�m2
i with

�mi = mi
A0cand. � (m1

A0cand. + m2
A0cand. + m3

A0cand.)/3).

To ensure only one final-state per event is selected, we
place the candidates into one of the following categories
in this order: (1) exclusive channels with 6 leptons, (2)
exclusive channels with four leptons, (3) exclusive chan-
nels with two leptons, (4) the 3(⇡+⇡�)�channel, and fi-
nally (5) inclusive channels. We apply this ordering after
we select three dark photon candidates but selecting a
signal candidate from the highest category. For the sig-
nal MC simulation, the fraction of events with multiple
signal candidates ranges from 7% to 15% in the 7 chan-
nels, where we apply this ordering. For data, the fraction
is below 0.5% in all channels.

We optimize the particle identification, final mass con-
straint, and �mmin, �mmax, mmin

A0cand. and mmax
A0cand. pa-

rameters on a signal MC simulation using the figure-
of-merit S/

p
S + B, where S is the number of selected

events correctly reconstructed, and B is the number
scaled of misreconstructed events in the signal region, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The scaling is equivalent to deter-
mine the expected signal yield. We estimate B by count-
ing “same-sign” signal candidates scaled from the signal
MC sample, where at least one dark photon candidate is
reconstructed from two tracks with charges of the same
sign, enforcing all selection criteria except charge conser-
vation. We determine the figure-of-merit by simulating
MC samples with specific combinations of dark photon
and dark Higgs masses, and interpolating between sam-
ples. The detection e�ciency is in average for 3(e+e�)
and 3(µ+µ�): 20% and 30%, respectively.

We estimate the background with a data driven
method using “same-sign” events. We sort the dark pho-
ton candidates by mass in descending order: m1 > m2 >
m3 and calculate the mass di↵erence m1�m3. We divide
the data into di↵erent bins of m1, with each bin analyzed
separately. We divide the m1 �m3 distribution into two
regions: the signal and sideband. The signal region size is
determined by equation (3). The sideband region starts
at 1.5 times and ends at 5.0 times the signal region upper
limit. Figure 1 shows the mass di↵erence m1�m3 for the
bin m1 = 2.0 ± 0.1 GeV/c2 for the six-pion final state.
We assume that the same-sign and the opposite-sign dis-
tributions have the same shape (but di↵erent normaliza-
tion) in both the signal region and the sideband, in the
absence of signal. Therefore, the same-sign distribution
(blue points) is normalized to the opposite-sign distribu-
tion (red points) by a factor calculated from the sideband
of each m1 bin. The expected background in each bin is
then the scaled number of events counted in the signal
region of the same-sign distribution. This procedure is
illustrated by Fig. 1. The opposite-sign and scaled same-
sign distributions are consistent in the signal region and
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Results – Limits on B × σBorn

Nobs = σBorn (1 + δ)|1−Π(s)|2 L B ε+ Nbkg

• (1 + δ) from E.A. Kuraev and V.S. Fadin, Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 41, 466 (1985)
• |1−Π(s)|2 from S. Actis et al., Eur. Phys. J. C 66, 585 (2010) and F. Ignatov,

http://cmd.inp.nsk.su/∼ignatov/vpl/.

• Limits are obtined from Bayesian method, using Markov Chain Monte Carlo1

* logarithmic prior for σBorn

* gaussian prior for other parameters

1A. Caldwell, D. Kollar, K. Kröninger, BAT -The Bayesian Analysis Toolkit, Comp. Phys. Comm. 180,
2197 (2009).
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Results – Limits on B × σBorn
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FIG. 3: Left: 90% CL upper limit on the product B ⇥ �Born for each of the 13 final states considered versus dark photon mass
for di↵erent hypotheses for the dark Higgs mass. Black, red, green, blue and yellow lines correspond to mh0 = 1, 3, 5, 7, and
9 GeV/c2 respectively for the exclusive channels and mh0 = 3, 4, 5, 7, and 9 GeV/c2 respectively for the inclusive channels.
Right: 90% CL upper limit on the cross section of e+e� ! A0h0, h0 ! A0A0 as a function of dark photon and dark Higgs
masses.

the sideband. In the presence of signal, we would expect
an excess of opposite-sign events over the predicted back-
ground in the signal region, as can be seen for the signal
MC distribution in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 summarizes the background estimation.
Figure 2-(a) shows the distribution of events measured
as a function of the dark photon candidate mass,
mA0cand. and dark Higgs candidate mass, mA0cand.A0cand. .
We observe after all selection criteria for 3(e�e+),
3(µ+µ�), 3(⇡+⇡�), 2(e+e�)(µ+µ�), 2(e+e�)(⇡+⇡�),
2(µ+µ�)(e+e�), 2(µ+µ�)(⇡+⇡�), 2(⇡+⇡�)(e+e�),
2(⇡+⇡�)(µ+µ�) , (e+e�)(µ+µ�)(⇡+⇡�) , 2(e+e�)X,
2(µ+µ�)X and (e+e�)(µ+µ�)X: 1, 2, 147, 7, 2, 1, 1,
5, 6, 7, 572, 30 and 20 events, respectively. Figure 2-(b)
and -(c) show the projections on the dark Higgs and
dark photon mass axes, respectively. The measured, N ,
and expected, N 0, distributions are in good agreement
and their di↵erences are quantified by the normalized
residuals shown in Fig. 2-bottom-left. The normalized
residual is defined as (N � N 0)/

p
�2

N + �2
N 0 , where

�N,N 0 are the standard deviations of the distributions.
In all cases, the number of events observed is consistent
with the background estimate. The background is due
to processes with ⇢’s and !’s in the final states, such as
SM 2� processes. The discontinuity at 1.1 GeV/c2 in
Fig. 2-bottom-right is due to selection criteria.

The upper limits on B⇥�Born and �Born are calculated
for given (mA0 ,mh0) for ranges based on the mass reso-
lution (±3�m for each mass), with a Bayesian inference
method with the use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo [53].

The number of observed events can be expressed as:

Nobs = �Born · (1 + �) · |1 �⇧|2 · L · B · " + Nbkg (4)

, where 1 + � is an initial-state radiative correction fac-
tor, |1 � ⇧|2 is the vacuum polarization factor, L is the
luminosity, " is the detection e�ciency, and Nbkg is the
number of predicted background events. We calculate,
for the exclusive (inclusive) channels, 1+ � using the for-
mulae in Ref. [54] and assuming the theoretical cross sec-
tion is proportional to 1/s [25], where s is the initial-state
mass squared, and a cut-o↵ value corresponding to 98%
(a value between 20% and 90%) of the initial-state mass.
1 + � varies from 0.804 (0.93) to 0.807 (1.17) depending
on s (the e↵ective cut-o↵ value). We use 1+�=0.8055 (1)
and include the variation as systematic error in the upper
limit calculation. |1 � ⇧(s)|2 is taken from Ref. [55, 56]
and varies from 0.9248 and 1.072 depending on s. For
B⇥�Born and �Born, a logarithmic prior is used. For 1+�,
|1 � ⇧|2, L, B, ", and Nbkg Gaussian priors are used for
the systematic uncertainty. Figure 3-left shows the up-
per limit (90% CL) on B ⇥ �Born versus the dark photon
mass for di↵erent hypotheses of the dark Higgs mass for
each of the 13 channels considered. Figure 3-right shows
the combined upper limit on �Born for e+e� ! Ah0 as a
function of the dark photon and dark Higgs masses. For
the combined limit, we use two extra channels compared
to the BaBar study: 3(⇡+⇡�) and 2(e+e�)X which carry
91 % of the background. The branching fractions were
taken from Batell et al. [25].
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Limits on kinetic mixing parameters 6
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FIG. 4: 90% CL upper limit on the product ↵D✏2 versus dark photon mass (top row) and dark Higgs mass (bottom row) for
Belle (solid red line) and BaBar [30] (dashed black line). BaBar limits need to be divided by (1+�) to compare with our limits.
The predicted limit is the blue dotted line.

The combined limit can also be expressed as the prod-
uct of ↵D times ✏2 by using the equations described in
Ref.[25]. Figure 4 shows for five di↵erent hypotheses of
the dark Higgs (Fig. 4-top-row) and dark photon (Fig. 4-
bottom-row) masses the 90% CL upper limit on ↵D✏2 for
Belle, predicted and measured, and BaBar which is based
on the visible cross section. For the predicted limit, we
assume: Nobs = Nbkg.

The inclusion of 3(⇡+⇡�)-channel dramatically im-
proves the limit around the ⇢ and ! resonances. The
sources of the systematic error are the integrated lumi-
nosity: 1%, branching fraction: 4%, track identification:
6%, particle identification e�ciency: 5%, detection ef-
ficiency: 15%, background estimation: 10% and initial-
state radiation: 15%. All the systematic errors are added
in quadrature and amount in total to 25%.

In summary, we searched for the dark photon and dark
Higgs in the mass ranges 0.1 – 3.5 GeV/c2 and 0.2 –
10.5 GeV/c2, respectively. No significant signal was ob-
served. We obtain individual and combined upper (90%
CL) limits on the product of branching fraction times the
Born cross section, B ⇥ �Born, on the Born cross section,
�Born, and on the product of dark photon coupling to
dark Higgs and kinetic mixing between Standard Model
photon and dark photon, ↵D✏2. These limits improve
upon and cover wider mass ranges than previous exper-
iments and the limits in the final states 3(⇡+⇡�) and
2(e+e�)X, where X is a partially reconstructed dark
photon candidate, are the first limits placed by any ex-
periment. For ↵D equal to 1/137, mh0 < 8 GeV/c2,
and mA0 < 1 GeV/c2, ✏ the values of the mixing pa-
rameters are ⇠ 8 ⇥ 10�4. In the mass ranges and for

modes where previous measurement from BaBar exist,
the limits reported here are almost a factor of 2 smaller,
as backgrounds are very low to non-existent. The im-
provement scales nearly linearly with the integrated lu-
minosity. This bodes well for future searches with Belle
II.
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• ε . 8× 10−4 for αD = 1/137, Mh′ < 8 GeV/c2, MA′ < 1 GeV/c2

• first limits (by any experiment) on 3(π+π−) and 2(e+e−)X
• For Belle II, the improvement will be nearly linear (almost background-free

for many modes)
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Dark sector, etc. in B decaysDark sector, etc. in B decays

What to look for with B-factoriesWhat to look for with B-factories

B decay modes from Batell, Pospelov, Ritz, PRD 83, 054005 (2011)
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X(214) from HyperCP

• Observed 3 events for Σ+ → pµ+µ− HyperCP Collab., PRL 94, 021801 (2005)

- All three events near Mµ+µ− = 214 MeV/c2

• Some interpretaions

- sgoldstino (10−15 . τX . 10−11 s) Gorbunov & Rubakov, PRD 73, 035002 (2006)

- low-mass Higgs He, Tandean & Valencia, PRL 98, 081802 (2007)

- U-boson Reece & Wang, JHEP 0907, 51 (2008); Pospelov, 0811.1030; Chen, et al. PLB 663, 100 (2008)
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X(214) from HyperCP

• Observed 3 events for Σ+ → pµ+µ− HyperCP Collab., PRL 94, 021801 (2005)

- All three events near Mµ+µ− = 214 MeV/c2

• ∃ limits on X(214) from other experiments

- B(K0
L → π0π0X)× B(X → µ+µ−) < 9.41× 10−11 (KTeV)

- also from KEK-E391a (K0
L decays) and BaBar (Υ(3S)→ γX decays)
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X(214) in B decays
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We search for dimuon decays of a low mass particle in the decays B0 ! K!0X and B0 ! !0X using a

data sample of 657" 106B !B events collected with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy

eþe$ collider. We find no evidence for such a particle in the mass range from 212 MeV=c2 to

300 MeV=c2 for lifetimes below 10$12 s, and set upper limits on its branching fractions. In particular,

we search for a particle with a mass of 214:3 MeV=c2 reported by the HyperCP experiment, and obtain

upper limits on the products BðB0 ! K!0XÞ "BðX ! "þ"$Þ< 2:26ð2:27Þ " 10$8 and BðB0 !
!0XÞ "BðX ! "þ"$Þ< 1:73ð1:73Þ " 10$8 at 90% C.L. for a scalar (vector) X particle.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.091801 PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 12.60.Cn, 12.60.Fr, 12.60.Jv

The possibility of a weakly interacting light particle with
a mass from a few MeV to a few GeV has been extensively
discussed [1]. Recent astrophysical observations by
PAMELA [2] and ATIC [3] have been interpreted as dark
matter annihilation mediated by a light gauge boson, called
theU boson [4], which couples to standard model particles.
In addition, the HyperCP collaboration [5] has reported
three "þ ! p"þ"$ events with dimuon invariant masses
clustered around 214:3 MeV=c2 that are consistent with
the process "þ ! pX, X ! "þ"$. Phenomenologically,
X could either be a pseudoscalar or an axial-vector particle
[6] with a lifetime for the pseudoscalar case estimated to be
about 10$14 s [7]. Many plausible explanations for such a
particle have been proposed, a pseudoscalar sgoldstino
particle [8] in various supersymmetric models [9], a light
pseudoscalar Higgs boson [10] in the next-to-minimal-
supersymmetric standard model as well as a vector U
boson [11] as described above.

Recently there have been searches for a similar light
particle at the Tevatron [12], eþe$ colliders [13] and fixed-
target experiments [14,15]. In those searches, the light
particle was assumed to be a pseudoscalar and no evidence
has been found. The KTeV result in KL decay disfavors a
pseudoscalar explanation of the HyperCP results [15].

The large sample of B0 decays at Belle provides a good
opportunity to search for a light scalar or vector particle. In
particular, the estimated branching fractions for B0 ! VX,
X ! "þ"$ where X is a sgoldstino particle with a mass of
214:3 MeV=c2 and V is either aK!0 or !0 meson, are in the
range 10$9 to 10$6 [16]. Using the latest experimental
data, the branching fraction for the decay B0 ! K!0X
(B0 ! !!0X) with a vector X particle is extracted to be
less than 2:3" 10$8 (0:81" 10$8) [17].

We report a search for a light particle using the modes,
B0 ! K!0X, K!0 ! Kþ#$, X ! "þ"$ (B0

K!X) and B
0 !

!0X, !0 ! #þ#$, X ! "þ"$ (B0
!X) using a data sample

of 657" 106B !B pairs collected with the Belle detector
[18] at the KEKB asymmetric-energy eþe$ collider [19].

The analysis for B0
K!X uses the same data set as Ref. [20]. In

this analysis, we assume that the light X particle is either a
scalar or vector particle. Unless specified otherwise,
charge-conjugate modes are implied. The term scalar (vec-
tor) X particle implies either a scalar (vector) or pseudo-
scalar (axial-vector) particle throughout this Letter.
In the initial event selection, at least two oppositely

charged muon tracks with momenta larger than
0:690 GeV=c are required. These muon tracks are selected
using a likelihood ratio formed from a combination of the
track penetration depth and hit pattern in the muon identi-
fication system. We reduce the number of badly recon-
structed tracks by requiring that jdzj< 5:0 cm and
dr < 1:0 cm, where jdzj and dr are distances of closest
approach of a track to the interaction point in the beam
direction (z) and in the transverse plane (r$$), respec-
tively. Charged kaons and pions are identified using infor-
mation from the aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters, the
time-of-flight scintillation counter system, and the en-
ergy loss (dE=dx) measurements in the central drift cham-
ber [21].
The reconstruction of K!0 (!0) in the B0

K!X (B0
!X) de-

cay uses identified Kþ (#þ) and #$ (#$) tracks. The
reconstructed invariant mass MK!0 (M!0) of K!0 (!0)

candidates for the decay mode B0
K!X (B0

!X) is required to

be in the ranges 0:815 GeV=c2 <MK!0 < 0:975 GeV=c2

(0:633 GeV=c2 <M!0 < 0:908 GeV=c2), corresponding

to '1:5% ('1%) in the reconstructed mass distribution.
The"þ"$ dimuon tracks are used to reconstruct low mass
X candidates.
B0
K!X (B0

!X) candidates are reconstructed from aK!0 (!0)

candidate and a pair of muons. Reconstructed B0 candi-
dates are selected using the beam-energy-constrained mass

Mbc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
beam $ p2

B

q
and energy difference #E ¼

EB $ Ebeam, where Ebeam is the beam energy and EB (pB)
are the energy (momentum) of the reconstructed B0 can-
didates evaluated in the center-of-mass frame. B0 candi-
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data or MC corrections for charged particle identification,
respectively.

The signal efficiency is determined by applying the
same selection criteria to the signal MC sample as those
used for the data. The signal MC samples for a scalar
(vector) X particle are generated for X masses in the range
212 MeV=c2 ! MX ! 300 MeV=c2 using the P ! VS
(P ! VV) model in the EVTGEN generator [25] for a scalar
(vector) X particle. In the MC generation of the vector X
particle, we assume that the polarization of X is either fully
longitudinal or transverse. The absolute efficiency differ-
ences between longitudinal and transverse polarizations of

the X for both modes in the search range are less than 7%.
Since the efficiencies for a fully longitudinal polarized X
are lower than for a fully transversely polarized X, we
conservatively use the efficiencies for full longitudinal
polarization of the X for upper limit estimations. In the
HyperCP event search for a scalar (vector) X particle, the
efficiencies for B0

K"X and B0
!X decays are 23.6% (23.5%)

and 20.7% (20.7%), respectively. We also check the effi-
ciencies for different X lifetimes. The efficiencies are the
same for lifetimes below 10#12 s because the primary and
secondary vertices are indistinguishable. The efficiencies
for two different vertex fitting methods for the HyperCP
event search are compared. One method assumes that the
dimuon tracks from the X originate from the primary B0

decay vertex, while the other assumes that the dimuon
tracks from the X are from a secondary vertex. The differ-
ence in the efficiencies is about 1%.
To obtain the final upper limit, we use the backgrounds

determined from the fitting method. Since the efficiencies
for a scalar (vector) and a pseudoscalar (axial-vector) are
the same, the upper limits for the scalar (vector) and the
pseudoscalar (axial-vector) X searches are identical. From
the B0

K"X (B0
!X) sample, the upper limits for a scalar and

vector X particle in the HyperCP mass range are deter-
mined to be 2:26ð1:73Þ & 10#8 and 2:27ð1:73Þ & 10#8,
respectively. Table I summarizes the number of observed
events, the expected number of background events, the
efficiencies, the signal yields, and the upper limits at
90% C.L. in the interval 212 MeV=c2 ! MX !
300 MeV=c2.
The systematic uncertainties in the upper limits for the

decays B0
K"X and B0

!X in the HyperCP mass range are

summarized in Table II. The total systematic uncertainties
in the upper limits for both decay modes vary from 6% to
8% as the mass of X increases from 212 MeV=c2 to
300 MeV=c2. The dominant systematic uncertainties
come from tracking efficiency and muon identification.
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FIG. 2. Dimuon mass distribution for the B0
K"X (top) and B0

!X
(bottom) candidates in the signal regions for Mbc and !E. The
shaded region in the inset shows the HyperCP mass region.

TABLE I. Summary of the number of observed events (Nobs), estimated number of background events (Nbg), efficiencies ("), signal
yields (S90) and upper limits (U.L.) at 90% C.L. for the decays B0

K"X and B0
!X with the scalar (vector) X particle. The errors on Nbg are

statistical only.

M##

ðMeV=c2Þ
B0 ! K"0X, K"0 ! Kþ$#, X ! #þ## B0 ! !0X, !0 ! $þ$#, X ! #þ##

Nobs Nbg " S90 U:L:
ð10#8Þ

Nobs Nbg " S90 U:L:
ð10#8Þ

212.0 0 0:03þ0:01
#0:01 (0:03þ0:01

#0:01) 23.8 (23.7) 2.43 (2.43) 2.34 (2.34) 0 0:02þ0:01
#0:01 (0:02þ0:01

#0:01) 21.2 (21.1) 2.44 (2.44) 1.77 (1.78)

214.3 0 0:13þ0:04
#0:03 (0:13þ0:04

#0:03) 23.6 (23.5) 2.33 (2.33) 2.26 (2.27) 0 0:12þ0:03
#0:02 (0:12þ0:03

#0:02) 20.7 (20.7) 2.33 (2.33) 1.73 (1.73)

220.0 0 0:13þ0:02
#0:02 (0:13þ0:02

#0:02) 23.0 (22.9) 2.33 (2.33) 2.31 (2.33) 0 0:11þ0:02
#0:01 (0:11þ0:02

#0:01) 20.2 (20.1) 2.33 (2.33) 1.78 (1.78)

230.0 1 0:24þ0:02
#0:02 (0:25þ0:02

#0:02) 21.4 (21.4) 4.09 (4.12) 4.37 (4.40) 0 0:21þ0:01
#0:01 (0:21þ0:01

#0:01) 18.8 (18.9) 2.27 (2.27) 1.86 (1.85)

240.0 0 0:38þ0:02
#0:02 (0:39þ0:02

#0:02) 20.0 (20.0) 2.09 (2.09) 2.40 (2.39) 0 0:32þ0:01
#0:01 (0:32þ0:01

#0:01) 17.5 (17.5) 2.16 (2.16) 1.90 (1.90)

250.0 0 0:51þ0:01
#0:01 (0:51þ0:01

#0:01) 18.0 (18.4) 1.92 (1.94) 2.43 (2.41) 0 0:42þ0:00
#0:00 (0:42þ0:00

#0:00) 15.9 (16.3) 2.06 (2.06) 1.99 (1.94)

260.0 0 0:63þ0:01
#0:01 (0:63þ0:01

#0:01) 16.5 (17.2) 1.83 (1.83) 2.54 (2.43) 0 0:60þ0:01
#0:00 (0:70þ0:01

#0:00) 14.5 (15.2) 1.84 (1.80) 1.95 (1.82)

270.0 0 0:75þ0:02
#0:02 (0:75þ0:02

#0:02) 15.4 (16.4) 1.76 (1.76) 2.61 (2.45) 0 0:61þ0:02
#0:01 (0:61þ0:02

#0:01) 13.7 (14.4) 1.83 (1.83) 2.06 (1.96)

280.0 0 0:69þ0:03
#0:03 (0:86þ0:04

#0:04) 14.6 (15.8) 1.78 (1.69) 2.78 (2.45) 1 0:83þ0:03
#0:03 (0:90þ0:04

#0:03) 13.0 (13.9) 3.52 (3.45) 4.17 (3.83)

290.0 1 0:98þ0:06
#0:06 (0:97þ0:06

#0:06) 14.0 (15.5) 3.35 (3.37) 5.47 (4.99) 0 0:80þ0:04
#0:04 (0:78þ0:04

#0:04) 12.4 (13.6) 1.74 (1.74) 2.16 (1.97)

300.0 1 1:08þ0:08
#0:08 (1:08þ0:08

#0:08) 13.6 (15.1) 3.28 (3.28) 5.53 (4.97) 1 0:87þ0:05
#0:05 (0:87þ0:05

#0:05) 11.9 (13.3) 3.48 (3.48) 4.51 (4.01)
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data or MC corrections for charged particle identification,
respectively.

The signal efficiency is determined by applying the
same selection criteria to the signal MC sample as those
used for the data. The signal MC samples for a scalar
(vector) X particle are generated for X masses in the range
212 MeV=c2 ! MX ! 300 MeV=c2 using the P ! VS
(P ! VV) model in the EVTGEN generator [25] for a scalar
(vector) X particle. In the MC generation of the vector X
particle, we assume that the polarization of X is either fully
longitudinal or transverse. The absolute efficiency differ-
ences between longitudinal and transverse polarizations of

the X for both modes in the search range are less than 7%.
Since the efficiencies for a fully longitudinal polarized X
are lower than for a fully transversely polarized X, we
conservatively use the efficiencies for full longitudinal
polarization of the X for upper limit estimations. In the
HyperCP event search for a scalar (vector) X particle, the
efficiencies for B0

K"X and B0
!X decays are 23.6% (23.5%)

and 20.7% (20.7%), respectively. We also check the effi-
ciencies for different X lifetimes. The efficiencies are the
same for lifetimes below 10#12 s because the primary and
secondary vertices are indistinguishable. The efficiencies
for two different vertex fitting methods for the HyperCP
event search are compared. One method assumes that the
dimuon tracks from the X originate from the primary B0

decay vertex, while the other assumes that the dimuon
tracks from the X are from a secondary vertex. The differ-
ence in the efficiencies is about 1%.
To obtain the final upper limit, we use the backgrounds

determined from the fitting method. Since the efficiencies
for a scalar (vector) and a pseudoscalar (axial-vector) are
the same, the upper limits for the scalar (vector) and the
pseudoscalar (axial-vector) X searches are identical. From
the B0

K"X (B0
!X) sample, the upper limits for a scalar and

vector X particle in the HyperCP mass range are deter-
mined to be 2:26ð1:73Þ & 10#8 and 2:27ð1:73Þ & 10#8,
respectively. Table I summarizes the number of observed
events, the expected number of background events, the
efficiencies, the signal yields, and the upper limits at
90% C.L. in the interval 212 MeV=c2 ! MX !
300 MeV=c2.
The systematic uncertainties in the upper limits for the

decays B0
K"X and B0

!X in the HyperCP mass range are

summarized in Table II. The total systematic uncertainties
in the upper limits for both decay modes vary from 6% to
8% as the mass of X increases from 212 MeV=c2 to
300 MeV=c2. The dominant systematic uncertainties
come from tracking efficiency and muon identification.
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FIG. 2. Dimuon mass distribution for the B0
K"X (top) and B0

!X
(bottom) candidates in the signal regions for Mbc and !E. The
shaded region in the inset shows the HyperCP mass region.

TABLE I. Summary of the number of observed events (Nobs), estimated number of background events (Nbg), efficiencies ("), signal
yields (S90) and upper limits (U.L.) at 90% C.L. for the decays B0

K"X and B0
!X with the scalar (vector) X particle. The errors on Nbg are

statistical only.

M##
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B0 ! K"0X, K"0 ! Kþ$#, X ! #þ## B0 ! !0X, !0 ! $þ$#, X ! #þ##
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ð10#8Þ

Nobs Nbg " S90 U:L:
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#0:01) 18.8 (18.9) 2.27 (2.27) 1.86 (1.85)
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#0:00) 15.9 (16.3) 2.06 (2.06) 1.99 (1.94)

260.0 0 0:63þ0:01
#0:01 (0:63þ0:01

#0:01) 16.5 (17.2) 1.83 (1.83) 2.54 (2.43) 0 0:60þ0:01
#0:00 (0:70þ0:01

#0:00) 14.5 (15.2) 1.84 (1.80) 1.95 (1.82)

270.0 0 0:75þ0:02
#0:02 (0:75þ0:02

#0:02) 15.4 (16.4) 1.76 (1.76) 2.61 (2.45) 0 0:61þ0:02
#0:01 (0:61þ0:02

#0:01) 13.7 (14.4) 1.83 (1.83) 2.06 (1.96)

280.0 0 0:69þ0:03
#0:03 (0:86þ0:04

#0:04) 14.6 (15.8) 1.78 (1.69) 2.78 (2.45) 1 0:83þ0:03
#0:03 (0:90þ0:04

#0:03) 13.0 (13.9) 3.52 (3.45) 4.17 (3.83)

290.0 1 0:98þ0:06
#0:06 (0:97þ0:06

#0:06) 14.0 (15.5) 3.35 (3.37) 5.47 (4.99) 0 0:80þ0:04
#0:04 (0:78þ0:04

#0:04) 12.4 (13.6) 1.74 (1.74) 2.16 (1.97)

300.0 1 1:08þ0:08
#0:08 (1:08þ0:08

#0:08) 13.6 (15.1) 3.28 (3.28) 5.53 (4.97) 1 0:87þ0:05
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#0:05) 11.9 (13.3) 3.48 (3.48) 4.51 (4.01)
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data or MC corrections for charged particle identification,
respectively.

The signal efficiency is determined by applying the
same selection criteria to the signal MC sample as those
used for the data. The signal MC samples for a scalar
(vector) X particle are generated for X masses in the range
212 MeV=c2 ! MX ! 300 MeV=c2 using the P ! VS
(P ! VV) model in the EVTGEN generator [25] for a scalar
(vector) X particle. In the MC generation of the vector X
particle, we assume that the polarization of X is either fully
longitudinal or transverse. The absolute efficiency differ-
ences between longitudinal and transverse polarizations of

the X for both modes in the search range are less than 7%.
Since the efficiencies for a fully longitudinal polarized X
are lower than for a fully transversely polarized X, we
conservatively use the efficiencies for full longitudinal
polarization of the X for upper limit estimations. In the
HyperCP event search for a scalar (vector) X particle, the
efficiencies for B0

K"X and B0
!X decays are 23.6% (23.5%)

and 20.7% (20.7%), respectively. We also check the effi-
ciencies for different X lifetimes. The efficiencies are the
same for lifetimes below 10#12 s because the primary and
secondary vertices are indistinguishable. The efficiencies
for two different vertex fitting methods for the HyperCP
event search are compared. One method assumes that the
dimuon tracks from the X originate from the primary B0

decay vertex, while the other assumes that the dimuon
tracks from the X are from a secondary vertex. The differ-
ence in the efficiencies is about 1%.
To obtain the final upper limit, we use the backgrounds

determined from the fitting method. Since the efficiencies
for a scalar (vector) and a pseudoscalar (axial-vector) are
the same, the upper limits for the scalar (vector) and the
pseudoscalar (axial-vector) X searches are identical. From
the B0

K"X (B0
!X) sample, the upper limits for a scalar and

vector X particle in the HyperCP mass range are deter-
mined to be 2:26ð1:73Þ & 10#8 and 2:27ð1:73Þ & 10#8,
respectively. Table I summarizes the number of observed
events, the expected number of background events, the
efficiencies, the signal yields, and the upper limits at
90% C.L. in the interval 212 MeV=c2 ! MX !
300 MeV=c2.
The systematic uncertainties in the upper limits for the

decays B0
K"X and B0

!X in the HyperCP mass range are

summarized in Table II. The total systematic uncertainties
in the upper limits for both decay modes vary from 6% to
8% as the mass of X increases from 212 MeV=c2 to
300 MeV=c2. The dominant systematic uncertainties
come from tracking efficiency and muon identification.
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FIG. 2. Dimuon mass distribution for the B0
K"X (top) and B0

!X
(bottom) candidates in the signal regions for Mbc and !E. The
shaded region in the inset shows the HyperCP mass region.

TABLE I. Summary of the number of observed events (Nobs), estimated number of background events (Nbg), efficiencies ("), signal
yields (S90) and upper limits (U.L.) at 90% C.L. for the decays B0

K"X and B0
!X with the scalar (vector) X particle. The errors on Nbg are

statistical only.
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B0 ! K"0X, K"0 ! Kþ$#, X ! #þ## B0 ! !0X, !0 ! $þ$#, X ! #þ##
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Nobs Nbg " S90 U:L:
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Interest has been rekindled in hidden-sector theories [1],
motivated by the current lack of evidence for a dark matter
particle candidate and by various cosmic-ray anomalies
[2–8]. These theories postulate that dark matter particles
interact feebly with all known particles, which is why they
have escaped detection. Such interactions can be generated
in theories where hidden-sector particles are singlet states
under the standardmodel (SM)gauge interactions.Coupling
between the SM and hidden-sector particles may then arise
via mixing between the hidden-sector field and any SM field
with an associated particle that is not charged under the
electromagnetic or strong interaction (the Higgs and Z
bosons, the photon, and the neutrinos). This mixing could
provide a so-called portal through which a hidden-sector
particle, χ, may be produced if kinematically allowed.
Many theories predict that TeV-scale dark matter par-

ticles interact via GeV-scale bosons [9–11] (c ¼ 1 through-
out this Letter). Previous searches for such GeV-scale
particles have been performed using large data samples
from many types of experiments (see Ref. [12] for a
summary). These searches have placed stringent constraints
on the properties of the hidden-sector photon and neutrino
portals; however, the constraints on the axial-vector and
scalar portals are significantly weaker.
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sizes that such a χ field was responsible for an inflationary
period in the early Universe [13], and may have generated
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ciated inflaton particle is expected to have a mass in the
range 270≲mðχÞ≲ 1800 MeV [13]. Another class of
models invokes the axial-vector portal in theories of dark
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explain the suppression of charge-parity (CP) violation in
strong interactions [16]. These theories postulate an addi-
tional fundamental symmetry, the spontaneous breaking of
which results in a particle called the axion [17]. To couple
the axion portal to a hidden sector containing a TeV-scale
dark matter particle, while also explaining the suppression
of CP violation in strong interactions, Ref. [18] proposes
an axion with 360≲mðχÞ≲ 800 MeV and an energy
scale, fðχÞ, at which the symmetry is broken in the range
1≲ fðχÞ≲ 3 TeV. A broader range of mðχÞ and fðχÞ
values is allowed in other dark matter scenarios involving
axion(-like) states [19–21].
This Letter reports a search for a hidden-sector boson

produced in the decay B0 → K!0χ, with χ → μþμ− and
K!0 → Kþπ− [throughout this Letter, K!0 ≡ K!ð892Þ0 and
the inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied].
Enhanced sensitivity to hidden-sector bosons arises
because the b → s transition is mediated by a top quark
loop at leading order (see Fig. 1). Therefore, a χ boson with
2mðμÞ < mðχÞ < mðB0Þ −mðK!0Þ and a sizable top quark
coupling, e.g., obtained via mixing with the Higgs sector,
could be produced at a substantial rate in such decays. The
B0 → K!0χ decay is chosen instead of Bþ → Kþχ, since
better χ decay time resolution is obtained due to the
presence of the Kþπ− vertex, and because there is less
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Motivation

Figure 3. Excluded parameter regions for a pseudoscalar A with Yukawa-like couplings to all

fermions (left) and Yukawa-like couplings only to quarks (right); the coupling gY was defined in

Eq. (2.3).

In particular, there are strong constraints from BaBar on new states A produced in the

radiative decay ⌥ ! A�, which apply for a wide range of di↵erent final states. For Yukawa-

like couplings the strongest bound comes from A ! µ+µ� for mA < 2 m⌧ [95] and from

A ! ⌧+⌧� above the kinematic threshold [96]. For universal quark couplings, strong

bounds can still be obtained from hadronic decays of A by searching for a bump in the

momentum spectrum of the photon [97].

4 Excluded parameter regions

The parameter regions excluded by the various experimental results discussed above are

presented in Fig. 3 for the case of Yukawa-like couplings and Yukawa-like quark couplings,

and in Fig. 4 for the case of universal quark couplings and third generation quark couplings.

Let us briefly discuss the di↵erent cases in more detail.

4.1 Yukawa-like couplings

A straight-forward bound on gY can be obtained from Kµ2, which gives BR(K+ ! ⇡+A) <

10�6 for mA . 100 MeV independent of the decay modes of A. Substituting the value for

hS
ds from Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (A.2), we obtain the prediction BR(KL ! ⇡0A) ⇠ 0.06 g2

Y in

this mass region. Consequently, the bound from Kµ2 implies gY . 0.005 for mA ⇠ 100MeV.

As many other searches, this bound is significantly weakened for mA ⇠ m⇡.6

Most of the experimental constraints that we consider depend on the pseudoscalar

branching ratios and its decay length. For example, the bound BR(B ! K+inv) . 5 ·10�5

6Indeed, there appears to be an allowed region for mA ⇡ m⇡ and gY ⇠ 0.3. However, for mA so close

to the pion mass, the pseudoscalar mediator would significantly enhance the pion decay rate, disfavouring

such a set-up.
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✦  Many theoretical models predict the existence of new particles that 
couple to the SM by mixing with the Higgs. 

✦  Inflaton, axion-like, dark matter mediator also predict the new 
boson to be light [1].
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fermions (left) and Yukawa-like couplings only to quarks (right); the coupling gY was defined in
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Complementary searches
✦  A second very similar search is ongoing at the LHCb experiment:

B+ ! K+�(! µ+µ�)

✓ More sensitive to (pseudo)scalar particle 
- angular momentum conservation: 

‣
- effect significant only at high mass. 

JP (K⇤0) = 1�, JP (K+) = 0�

Differences: 
✓ Only 3 tracks in the final state 
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reconstruction.
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Results
Results

The spin of the hidden-sector boson determines the
angular distribution of the decay and, therefore, affects the
efficiency. The upper limits are set assuming spin zero. For
a spin-one χ boson produced unpolarized in the decay, the
sensitivity is about 10%–20% better than for the spin-zero
case. The dependence on the polarization in the spin-one
case is provided in the Supplemental Material [48].
Figure 4 shows the upper limits on

B(B0 → K!0χðμþμ−Þ), relative to BðB0 → K!0μþμ−Þ in
the 1.1 < m2ðμþμ−Þ < 6.0 GeV2 region, set at the 95%
confidence level (C.L.) for several values of τðχÞ; limits as
functions of τðχÞ are provided in the Supplemental Material
[48]. The limits become less stringent for τðχÞ ≳ 10 ps, as
the probability of the χ boson decaying within the first
charged-particle detector decreases. The branching fraction
BðB0 → K!0μþμ−Þ ¼ ð1.6& 0.3Þ × 10−7 [42] is used to
obtain upper limits on B(B0 → K!0χðμþμ−Þ), which are
also shown in Fig. 4. Because of the uncertainty on the
normalization-mode branching fraction, there is not a one-
to-one mapping between the two axes in the figure;

however, the absolute limits shown are accurate to
about 2%.
Figure 5 shows exclusion regions for the DFSZ [49,50]

axion model of Ref. [20] set in the limit of the large ratio of
Higgs-doublet vacuum expectation values, tan β ≳ 3, for
charged-Higgs masses mðhÞ ¼ 1 and 10 TeV (this choice
of restricted parameter space is made for ease of graphical
presentation). The constraints scale as log ½mðhÞ=TeV( for
mðhÞ≳ 800 GeV. The branching fraction of the axion into
hadrons varies greatly in different models. Figure 5 shows
the results for two extreme cases: Bðχ → hadronsÞ ¼ 0 and
0.99. While Bðχ → μþμ−Þ is 100 times larger when
Bðχ → hadronsÞ ¼ 0, τðχÞ is also larger, which results in
the model probing the region where the upper limits are
weaker. The constraints are loose for mðχÞ > 2mðτÞ, since
the axion preferentially decays into τþτ− if kinematically
allowed; otherwise the exclusions reach the PeV scale.
Figure 5 also shows exclusion regions for the inflaton

model of Ref. [51], which only considers mðχÞ < 1 GeV.
The branching fraction into hadrons is taken directly from
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display the search region.
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Motivation

Figure 3. Excluded parameter regions for a pseudoscalar A with Yukawa-like couplings to all

fermions (left) and Yukawa-like couplings only to quarks (right); the coupling gY was defined in

Eq. (2.3).

In particular, there are strong constraints from BaBar on new states A produced in the

radiative decay ⌥ ! A�, which apply for a wide range of di↵erent final states. For Yukawa-

like couplings the strongest bound comes from A ! µ+µ� for mA < 2 m⌧ [95] and from

A ! ⌧+⌧� above the kinematic threshold [96]. For universal quark couplings, strong

bounds can still be obtained from hadronic decays of A by searching for a bump in the

momentum spectrum of the photon [97].

4 Excluded parameter regions

The parameter regions excluded by the various experimental results discussed above are

presented in Fig. 3 for the case of Yukawa-like couplings and Yukawa-like quark couplings,

and in Fig. 4 for the case of universal quark couplings and third generation quark couplings.

Let us briefly discuss the di↵erent cases in more detail.

4.1 Yukawa-like couplings

A straight-forward bound on gY can be obtained from Kµ2, which gives BR(K+ ! ⇡+A) <

10�6 for mA . 100 MeV independent of the decay modes of A. Substituting the value for

hS
ds from Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (A.2), we obtain the prediction BR(KL ! ⇡0A) ⇠ 0.06 g2

Y in

this mass region. Consequently, the bound from Kµ2 implies gY . 0.005 for mA ⇠ 100MeV.

As many other searches, this bound is significantly weakened for mA ⇠ m⇡.6

Most of the experimental constraints that we consider depend on the pseudoscalar

branching ratios and its decay length. For example, the bound BR(B ! K+inv) . 5 ·10�5

6Indeed, there appears to be an allowed region for mA ⇡ m⇡ and gY ⇠ 0.3. However, for mA so close

to the pion mass, the pseudoscalar mediator would significantly enhance the pion decay rate, disfavouring

such a set-up.

– 15 –

✦  Many theoretical models predict the existence of new particles that 
couple to the SM by mixing with the Higgs. 

✦  Inflaton, axion-like, dark matter mediator also predict the new 
boson to be light [1].

If kinematically allowed,  
main production via B meson:

   mixing angle 
with the Higgs

  Current    
experimental limits: [2]

Main current constraints come 
from B factories and CHARM 
experiment (at low mass).

Branching fraction into muons  
                       : 

✓ dominant till the hadronic 
threshold (                       ) 

✓ always significant             in 
the full mass range. 
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Result

✦  Look Elsewhere Effect taken into account. 
✦  Largest deviation at m = 253 MeV, local p-value = 0.02. 
✦  No deviation from the background-only hypothesis is observed [5].

Grey regions are vetoed in the analysis.

Inflaton [6] 
✓                       MeV 
✓                           s

Axion-portal [7] 
✓ larger allowed mass range 
✓ short lifetime

Short lifetime 
Pros: 
✓ high reconstruction efficiency 

Cons: 
✤ prompt decay 

- large SM background 
contamination

�⌧ ⇠ 0.2

Long lifetime 
Pros: 
✓ displaced vertex 
       very clear signature 
Cons: 
✤ signal events start to decay 
after the vertex detector 

- lower efficiency

✦  Looking for a di-muon 
excess: 
✓                    MeV. 

✓ B0 mass is constrained to its 
known value to improve to 
mass resolution. 

✓ scan the di-muon mass in 
step of        [4].

�m = 2 ÷ 8

Cosmological and CHARM experiment 
excluded regions are also shown.

Excluded region by the analysis for two extreme 
branching fractions of the axion-like particle.

✦  Depending on the coupling SM/hidden sector we can identify 
two lifetime regimes:

✦  Two model-dependent exclusion limits:

0.1 < m� < 1

⌧� ⇠ 10�5 ÷ 10�12

✓ di-muon sidebands used to extract the expected number of 
background events assuming local linearity. 
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✓ function of mass and lifetime 
✓ assumed spin 0 
✓ long lifetimes have weaker limit due to the loss of reconstruction efficiency 
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✦  Model-independent limit: can be interpreted in your favorite BSM theory.
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Complementary searches
✦  A second very similar search is ongoing at the LHCb experiment:

B+ ! K+�(! µ+µ�)

✓ More sensitive to (pseudo)scalar particle 
- angular momentum conservation: 

‣
- effect significant only at high mass. 

JP (K⇤0) = 1�, JP (K+) = 0�

Differences: 
✓ Only 3 tracks in the final state 

- less precise B decay vertex 
reconstruction.
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Motivation

Figure 3. Excluded parameter regions for a pseudoscalar A with Yukawa-like couplings to all

fermions (left) and Yukawa-like couplings only to quarks (right); the coupling gY was defined in

Eq. (2.3).

In particular, there are strong constraints from BaBar on new states A produced in the

radiative decay ⌥ ! A�, which apply for a wide range of di↵erent final states. For Yukawa-

like couplings the strongest bound comes from A ! µ+µ� for mA < 2 m⌧ [95] and from

A ! ⌧+⌧� above the kinematic threshold [96]. For universal quark couplings, strong

bounds can still be obtained from hadronic decays of A by searching for a bump in the

momentum spectrum of the photon [97].

4 Excluded parameter regions

The parameter regions excluded by the various experimental results discussed above are

presented in Fig. 3 for the case of Yukawa-like couplings and Yukawa-like quark couplings,

and in Fig. 4 for the case of universal quark couplings and third generation quark couplings.

Let us briefly discuss the di↵erent cases in more detail.

4.1 Yukawa-like couplings

A straight-forward bound on gY can be obtained from Kµ2, which gives BR(K+ ! ⇡+A) <

10�6 for mA . 100 MeV independent of the decay modes of A. Substituting the value for

hS
ds from Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (A.2), we obtain the prediction BR(KL ! ⇡0A) ⇠ 0.06 g2

Y in

this mass region. Consequently, the bound from Kµ2 implies gY . 0.005 for mA ⇠ 100MeV.

As many other searches, this bound is significantly weakened for mA ⇠ m⇡.6

Most of the experimental constraints that we consider depend on the pseudoscalar

branching ratios and its decay length. For example, the bound BR(B ! K+inv) . 5 ·10�5

6Indeed, there appears to be an allowed region for mA ⇡ m⇡ and gY ⇠ 0.3. However, for mA so close

to the pion mass, the pseudoscalar mediator would significantly enhance the pion decay rate, disfavouring

such a set-up.
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✦  Many theoretical models predict the existence of new particles that 
couple to the SM by mixing with the Higgs. 

✦  Inflaton, axion-like, dark matter mediator also predict the new 
boson to be light [1].

If kinematically allowed,  
main production via B meson:

   mixing angle 
with the Higgs

  Current    
experimental limits: [2]

Main current constraints come 
from B factories and CHARM 
experiment (at low mass).

Branching fraction into muons  
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✓ dominant till the hadronic 
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✓ always significant             in 
the full mass range. 
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✦  Look Elsewhere Effect taken into account. 
✦  Largest deviation at m = 253 MeV, local p-value = 0.02. 
✦  No deviation from the background-only hypothesis is observed [5].

Grey regions are vetoed in the analysis.
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Excluded region by the analysis for two extreme 
branching fractions of the axion-like particle.

✦  Depending on the coupling SM/hidden sector we can identify 
two lifetime regimes:
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Complementary searches
✦  A second very similar search is ongoing at the LHCb experiment:
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- effect significant only at high mass. 
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Dark photon search prospects 2
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FIG. 1. Previous and planned experimental bounds on dark photons (adapted from Ref. [1]) compared to the anticipated LHCb
reach for inclusive A0 production in the di-muon channel (see the text for definitions of prompt, pre-module, and post-module).
The red vertical bands indicate QCD resonances which would have to be masked in a complete analysis. The LHCb D⇤

anticipated limit comes from Ref. [48], and Belle-II comes from Ref. [49].

where X is any (multiparticle) final state. Ignoring
O(m2

A0/m2
Z) and O(↵EM) corrections, this process has

the identical cross section to the prompt SM process
which originates from the EM current

BEM : pp ! X�⇤ ! Xµ+µ�, (7)

up to di↵erences between the A0 and �⇤ propagators and
the kinetic-mixing suppression. Interference between S
and BEM is negligible for a narrow A0 resonance. There-
fore, for any selection criteria on X, µ+, and µ�, the
ratio between the di↵erential cross sections is

d�pp!XA0!Xµ+µ�

d�pp!X�⇤!Xµ+µ�
= ✏4

m4
µµ

(m2
µµ � m2

A0)2 + �2
A0m2

A0
, (8)

where mµµ is the di-muon invariant mass, for the case
�A0 ⌧ |mµµ � mA0 | ⌧ mA0 .

To obtain a signal event count, we integrate over an
invariant-mass range of |mµµ � mA0 | < 2�mµµ , where
�mµµ is the detector resolution on mµµ. The ratio of
signal events to prompt EM background events is

S

BEM
⇡ ✏4

⇡

8

m2
A0

�A0�mµµ

⇡ 3⇡

8

mA0

�mµµ

✏2

↵EM(N` + Rµ)
, (9)

neglecting phase space factors for N` leptons lighter than
mA0/2. This expression already accounts for the A0 !
µ+µ� branching-fraction suppression when Rµ is large.

We emphasize that (9) holds for any final state X (and
any kinematic selection) in the mA0 ⌧ mZ limit for tree-
level single photon processes. In particular, it already
includes µ+µ� production from QCD vector mesons that
mix with the photon. This allows us to perform a fully
data-driven analysis, since the e�ciency and acceptance
for the (measured) prompt SM process is the same as
for the (inferred) signal process, excluding A0 lifetime-
based e↵ects. The dominant component of BEM at small
mA0 comes from meson decays M ! µ+µ�Y , denoted
as BM . There are also two other important components:
final state radiation (FSR) and Drell-Yan (DY).

Beyond BEM, there are other important sources of
backgrounds that contribute to the reconstructed prompt
di-muon sample, ordered by their relative size:

• B⇡⇡
misID: Two pions (and more rarely a kaon and

pion) can be misidentified (misID) as a fake di-
muon pair, including the contribution from in-flight
decays. This background can be deduced and sub-
tracted in a data-driven way using prompt same-
sign di-muon candidates [56, 57].

• B⇡µ
misID: A fake di-muon pair can also arise from

one real muon (primarily from charm or beauty de-
cays) combined with one misID pion or kaon. This
background can be subtracted similarly to B⇡⇡

misID.

• BBH: The Bethe-Heitler (BH) background played
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We propose an inclusive search for dark photons A0 at the LHCb experiment based on both
prompt and displaced di-muon resonances. Because the couplings of the dark photon are inherited
from the photon via kinetic mixing, the dark photon A0 ! µ+µ� rate can be directly inferred
from the o↵-shell photon �⇤ ! µ+µ� rate, making this a fully data-driven search. For Run 3 of
the LHC, we estimate that LHCb will have sensitivity to large regions of the unexplored dark-
photon parameter space, especially in the 210–520 MeV and 10–40 GeV mass ranges. This search
leverages the excellent invariant-mass and vertex resolution of LHCb, along with its unique particle-
identification and real-time data-analysis capabilities.

Dark matter—firmly established through its interac-
tions with gravity—remains an enigma. Though there
are increasingly stringent constraints on direct couplings
between visible matter and dark matter, little is known
about the dynamics within the dark sector itself. An
intriguing possibility is that dark matter might interact
via a new dark force, felt only feebly by standard model
(SM) particles. This has motivated a worldwide e↵ort
to search for dark forces and other portals between the
visible and dark sectors (see Ref. [1] for a review).

A particularly compelling dark-force scenario is that
of a dark photon A0 which has small SM couplings via
kinetic mixing with the ordinary photon [2–7]. Previous
beam dump [7–21], fixed target [22–24], collider [25–27],
and rare meson decay [28–37] experiments have already
played a crucial role in constraining the dark photon mass
mA0 and kinetic-mixing strength ✏2. Large regions of the
mA0–✏2 plane, however, are still unexplored (see Fig. 1).
Looking to the future, a wide variety of innovative ex-
periments have been proposed to further probe the dark
photon parameter space [38–48], though new ideas are
needed to test mA0 > 2mµ and ✏2 2 [10�7, 10�11].

In this Letter, we propose a search for dark photons
via the decay

A0 ! µ+µ� , (1)

at the LHCb experiment during LHC Run 3 (sched-
uled for 2021–2023). The potential of LHCb to discover
dark photons was recently emphasized in Ref. [48], which
exploits the exclusive charm decay mode D⇤ ! D0A0

with A0 ! e+e�. Here, we consider an inclusive ap-
proach where the production mode of A0 need not be
specified. An important feature of this search is that it
can be made fully data-driven, since the A0 signal rate
can be inferred from measurements of the SM prompt
µ+µ� spectrum. The excellent invariant-mass and vertex
resolution of the LHCb detector, along with its unique
particle-identification and real-time data-analysis capa-
bilities [50, 51], make it highly sensitive to A0 ! µ+µ�.
We derive the LHCb sensitivity for both prompt and dis-
placed A0 decays, and show that LHCb can probe other-
wise inaccessible regions of the mA0 � ✏2 plane.

The A0 is a hypothetical massive spin-1 particle that,
after electroweak symmetry breaking and diagonalizing
the gauge kinetic terms, has a suppressed coupling to
the electromagnetic (EM) current Jµ

EM:

L�A0 �� 1

4
F 0

µ⌫F
0µ⌫ +

1

2
m2

A0A0µA0
µ + ✏ e A0

µJµ
EM . (2)

There is also a model-dependent coupling to the weak Z
current (see e.g. Ref. [52]), which appears at O(m2

A0/m2
Z).

We provide nearly model-independent sensitivity esti-
mates for the mass range mA0 . 10 GeV by ignoring
the coupling to the Z. We include model-dependent Z-
mixing e↵ects for mA0 & 10 GeV, adopting the parame-
ters of Refs. [53, 54].

The partial widths of A0 to SM leptons are

�A0!`+`� = ✏2↵EM

3 mA0

⇣
1 + 2

m2
`

m2
A0

⌘r
1 � 4

m2
`

m2
A0

, (3)

where ` = e, µ, ⌧ and mA0 > 2m`. Because the A0

couples to Jµ
EM, the branching fraction of A0 to SM

hadrons can be extracted from the measured value of
Rµ ⌘ �e+e�!hadrons/�e+e�!µ+µ� (taken from Ref. [55])

�A0!hadrons = �A0!µ+µ�Rµ(m2
A0) . (4)

In particular, (4) already includes the e↵ect of the A0

mixing with the QCD vector mesons ⇢, !, �, etc. It is
also possible for the A0 to couple to non-SM particles
with an invisible decay width �A0!invisible, in which case
the total A0 width is

�A0 =
X

`

�A0!`+`� + �A0!hadrons + �A0!invisible . (5)

Below, we consider �A0!invisible = 0, though our analysis
can be easily adapted to handle non-vanishing invisible
decay modes.

To estimate the A0 ! µ+µ� signal rate, we follow the
strategy outlined in Ref. [7]. Consider the signal produc-
tion process in proton-proton (pp) collisions

S : pp ! XA0 ! Xµ+µ�, (6)
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Prospects with Belle II
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Other	searches
dark	or	not…
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Motivation & Analyses

• Long-lived particles in dark-γ, dark Higgs, SUSY, inflaton (!), etc.
• e+e− B-factories are well-suited for O(GeV) search
• Two analyses

* model-independent e+e− → XL, L→ f w/o assumption on production
mechanism

* B→ XsL, L→ f , w/ interpretation on Higgs- and axion portal models
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(8 × 10−3). The p-values are consistent with the naive
expectation p(S)w/R, where p(S) is the p-value without
the “look-elsewhere effect”, w is the width of the mass
region under study, and R is the average value of Ri. We
do not include the other modes in the calculation of the
p-values. Doing so would naively multiply the p-values
by about six. Further study provides strong indication
for material-interaction background in the 0.212 GeV/c2

region. Specifically, most of the 34 µ+µ− vertices with
mµ+µ− < 0.215 GeV/c2 occur inside or at the edge of
detector-material regions, including 10 of the vertices
that also pass the e+e− selection criteria and 10 that
pass the π+π− criteria. Thus, the peak is consistent
with misidentified photon conversions and hadronic in-
teractions close to the mass threshold. We conclude that
a significant signal is not observed.

Systematic uncertainties on the signal yields are cal-
culated for each scan fit separately. The dominant un-
certainty is due to the background PDF, and is evalu-
ated by repeating the scans with n = 20, which is the
maximal plausible value for n that does not lead to a
large probability for false-signal detection. This uncer-
tainty is a few signal events on average, and generally
decreases with mass. An additional uncertainty is eval-
uated by taking Ri from events with pT < 0.8 GeV/c or
pT > 0.8 GeV/c. To estimate uncertainties due to the
weak signal PDF dependence on r and m, we repeat the
scans after obtaining Hi

S from signal MC events with ei-
ther r < 4 cm or r > 4 cm, as well as from signal MC
events from adjacent mass regions. The uncertainty due
to the signal mass resolution is evaluated by comparing
the mass pull distributions of K0

S mesons in data and
MC, whose widths differ by 5%. A conservative uncer-
tainty of 2% on the signal reconstruction efficiencies is
estimated from the K0

S reconstruction efficiency in data
and MC. Smaller uncertainties on the efficiency, of up
to 1%, arise from particle identification, and signal MC
statistics. The total uncertainties on the efficiency are
reported in the efficiency tables [25].

Observing that the likelihood LS is a nearly normal
function of the signal yield, it is analytically convolved
with a Gaussian representing the systematic uncertain-
ties in nS , obtaining the modified likelihood function L′

S .
The 90% confidence level upper limit US on the signal

yield is calculated from
! US

0
L′dnS/

! ∞
0

L′dnS = 0.9. Di-
viding US by the luminosity yields an upper limit on the
product σ(e+e− → LX) B(L → f) ϵ(f). This limit is
shown for each mode as a function of m0 in Fig. 2, and
given in the supplemental material [25].

Determining the efficiency from the B → XsL signal
MC sample, we obtain upper limits on the product of
branching fractions B(B → XsL)B(L → f) for each of
the final states f . These limits are shown in Fig. 3.

In conclusion, we have performed a search for long-
lived particles L produced in e+e− collisions. No signal
is observed, and upper limits on σ(e+e− → LX) B(L →
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µ±e
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ε

 f)
 

→
 L

X)
 B

(L
 

→ - e+
(e

σ

FIG. 2: The 90% confidence level upper limits on σ(e+e− →
LX)B(L → f)ϵ(f) as a function of L mass for the Υ (4S) +
off-resonance sample (red lower points) and for the Υ (3S) +
Υ (2S) sample (blue upper points). The limits include the
systematic uncertainties on the signal yield.

f) ϵ(f) and on B(B → XsL)B(L → f) are set at 90%
confidence level for six two-body final states f . We pro-
vide detailed efficiency tables to enable application of our
results to any specific model [25].
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“Heavy ν” searches at Belle

• B+ → `+X0: search for massive neutral invisible particle X0

• B→ (X)`νh: search for heavy neutrino νh (not invisible)

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Dark-sector searches from flavor-factory experiments July 11, 2016 51



B+ → `+X0

FIG. 1: Some Feymann diagrams to produce lightest neutralino from B meson decays in

SUSY
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• Search for massive neutral invisible
fermion “X0”
It can be a heavy neutrino, or an LSP in RPV models, or

whatever

• Experimentally, very similar signature to
B+ → `+ν`

• But, pB
` gives a handle on MX
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TABLE II: Fit functions for background modes.

Background B+ ! e+X0 B+ ! µ+X0

b ! c Gaussian Gaussian
b ! ul⌫l Asymmetric Gaussian Gaussian
b ! u, d, s, leptonic Exponential Exponential + ARGUS [17]
B+ ! l⌫l� Asymmetric Gaussian Asymmetric Gaussian
B+ ! ⇡0l⌫l Asymmetric Gaussian + Gaussian Asymmetric Gaussian + Gaussian
B+ ! ⇡+K0 Gaussian + Gaussian
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FIG. 4: The branching fraction upper limit as a function of MX0 and expected upper limit with 1� band; e mode (left) and µ
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TABLE III: Summary of multiplicative systematic uncertain-
ties on ✏s · NB+B� . The lepton identification and MC statis-
tical uncertainties depend on MX0 and are given as ranges.

Source B+ ! e+X0 B+ ! µ+X0

NB+B� 1.8% 1.8%
Tracking 0.35% 0.35%
✏tag correction 6.4% 6.4%
pB

l shape 3.6% 3.6%
Lepton ID (1.0–1.1)% (0.8–0.9)%
MC sample size (1.8–2.0)% (1.8–1.9)%
Total 7.9% 7.8%
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in the EECL sideband (1.8 GeV/c < pB
l < 3.0 GeV/c,

0.5 GeV < EECL < 2.0 GeV) in data and in the MC sam-
ple. The range of correction factors is 1.10 - 1.11 for the
electron mode and 0.93 - 0.99 for the muon mode.

The signal branching fractions are obtained by the fol-
lowing equation:

B(B+ ! l+X0) =
Nobs � Nbkg

exp

2 · ✏s · NB+B�
, (1)

where Nobs is the number of observed events and Nbkg
exp is

the number of expected background events, both in the
pB

l signal region, ✏s is the signal e�ciency, and NB+B� =
(396±7)⇥106 is the number of B+B� events. The factor
of 2 in the denominator appears because we search for
signals in both B+ and B� decays (see [5]).

To evaluate ✏s, signal MC samples are generated using
EvtGen [18], including final-state radiation using PHO-
TOS [19]. These samples are processed with a detector
simulation based on GEANT3 [20]. The signal e�cien-
cies are summarized in Table I.

Figure 3 shows the pB
l distribution of the on-resonance

data. The fitted yield of background in the pB
l sideband

of on-resonance data is extrapolated to the signal region.
The extrapolation factor is determined from background
MC samples.
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FIG. 3: pB
l data distributions for B+ ! e+X0 (top) and

B+ ! µ+X0 (bottom), where the red curve indicates the
background expectation and the magenta dashed line indi-
cates the upper bound of the pB

l sideband.

The observed yields in the signal region are summa-
rized in Table I. There is no signal excess for either
mode in any MX0 range. In the muon mode for MX0 =
1.5 GeV/c2 (1.6 GeV/c2), we find 5 (4) events in the pB

l

signal region while we expect 1.12 ± 0.34 (0.95 ± 0.29)
background events. The local p-value of this yield, as-
suming a background-only hypothesis, is 0.60%(1.59%).
We obtain the 90% confidence level (CL) upper limit of
the signal yield in each case by using the frequentist ap-
proach [21] implemented in the POLE (Poissonian limit
estimator) program [22], where the systematic uncertain-
ties are taken into account.

The systematic uncertainty consists of the multiplica-
tive uncertainty on ✏s · NB+B� and the additive uncer-
tainty on the background. The multiplicative uncertainty
is calculated from the uncertainties on the number of
B+B� events, track finding and lepton identification for
the signal lepton, the ✏tag correction, the pB

l shape, and
the signal MC sample size.

A 1.8% uncertainty is assigned for the uncertainty on
the number of B mesons and the branching fraction of
⌥(4S) ! B+B� [23]. The track-finding uncertainty is
estimated by comparing the track-finding e�ciency in
data and MC, determining it in both cases from the
number of pions in the partially and fully reconstructed
D⇤ ! ⇡D0, D0 ! ⇡⇡K0

S , K0
S ! ⇡⇡ decay chain. For the

pB
l shape uncertainty, we use the 3.6% uncertainty from

the B+ ! D̄0⇡+ control sample study in the B+ ! l+⌫l

search [13] due to its similar kinematics. The lepton iden-
tification uncertainty is estimated by comparing the e�-
ciency di↵erence between data and MC using �� ! l+l�.
The multiplicative systematic uncertainties are summa-
rized in Table III.

The systematic uncertainties on the background es-
timation are determined by considering the following
sources: uncertainties in the background PDF parame-
ters, the branching fraction of the background modes and
the statistical uncertainty from the pB

l sideband. Each
source is varied one at a time by its uncertainty (±1�)
and the resulting deviations from the nominal back-
ground yield are added in quadrature. For the branching
fraction uncertainties of the background modes, we use
the world-average values in Ref. [23] for B+ ! ⇡0l+⌫l

and B+ ! ⇡+K0. For B+ ! l+⌫l�, a variation of ±50%
is applied. For other modes, where an estimate of the
background level is not clearly available, a conservative
branching fraction uncertainty of +100

�50 % is assumed.

More than 95% of b ! c decays result in observed
D(⇤)l+⌫l final states, so we use their branching fraction
uncertainties [23]. The values of Nbkg

exp and their uncer-

tainties for both B+ ! e+X0 and B+ ! µ+X0 are listed
in Table I.

Figure 4 shows the expected and obtained 90% CL
upper limits of B(B+ ! l+X0) for each assumed value of
MX0 . Table I summarizes the pB

l signal region, estimated
background, signal e�ciency, number of observed events,
and upper limit of the branching fraction at 90% CL for
each assumed value of MX0 for both modes.

From the branching fraction upper limits, assuming R-
parity violation, we can set bounds on the MSSM-related
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ple. The range of correction factors is 1.10 - 1.11 for the
electron mode and 0.93 - 0.99 for the muon mode.

The signal branching fractions are obtained by the fol-
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the number of expected background events, both in the
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l signal region, ✏s is the signal e�ciency, and NB+B� =
(396±7)⇥106 is the number of B+B� events. The factor
of 2 in the denominator appears because we search for
signals in both B+ and B� decays (see [5]).

To evaluate ✏s, signal MC samples are generated using
EvtGen [18], including final-state radiation using PHO-
TOS [19]. These samples are processed with a detector
simulation based on GEANT3 [20]. The signal e�cien-
cies are summarized in Table I.
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FIG. 3: pB
l data distributions for B+ ! e+X0 (top) and

B+ ! µ+X0 (bottom), where the red curve indicates the
background expectation and the magenta dashed line indi-
cates the upper bound of the pB

l sideband.

The observed yields in the signal region are summa-
rized in Table I. There is no signal excess for either
mode in any MX0 range. In the muon mode for MX0 =
1.5 GeV/c2 (1.6 GeV/c2), we find 5 (4) events in the pB

l

signal region while we expect 1.12 ± 0.34 (0.95 ± 0.29)
background events. The local p-value of this yield, as-
suming a background-only hypothesis, is 0.60%(1.59%).
We obtain the 90% confidence level (CL) upper limit of
the signal yield in each case by using the frequentist ap-
proach [21] implemented in the POLE (Poissonian limit
estimator) program [22], where the systematic uncertain-
ties are taken into account.

The systematic uncertainty consists of the multiplica-
tive uncertainty on ✏s · NB+B� and the additive uncer-
tainty on the background. The multiplicative uncertainty
is calculated from the uncertainties on the number of
B+B� events, track finding and lepton identification for
the signal lepton, the ✏tag correction, the pB

l shape, and
the signal MC sample size.

A 1.8% uncertainty is assigned for the uncertainty on
the number of B mesons and the branching fraction of
⌥(4S) ! B+B� [23]. The track-finding uncertainty is
estimated by comparing the track-finding e�ciency in
data and MC, determining it in both cases from the
number of pions in the partially and fully reconstructed
D⇤ ! ⇡D0, D0 ! ⇡⇡K0

S , K0
S ! ⇡⇡ decay chain. For the

pB
l shape uncertainty, we use the 3.6% uncertainty from

the B+ ! D̄0⇡+ control sample study in the B+ ! l+⌫l

search [13] due to its similar kinematics. The lepton iden-
tification uncertainty is estimated by comparing the e�-
ciency di↵erence between data and MC using �� ! l+l�.
The multiplicative systematic uncertainties are summa-
rized in Table III.

The systematic uncertainties on the background es-
timation are determined by considering the following
sources: uncertainties in the background PDF parame-
ters, the branching fraction of the background modes and
the statistical uncertainty from the pB

l sideband. Each
source is varied one at a time by its uncertainty (±1�)
and the resulting deviations from the nominal back-
ground yield are added in quadrature. For the branching
fraction uncertainties of the background modes, we use
the world-average values in Ref. [23] for B+ ! ⇡0l+⌫l

and B+ ! ⇡+K0. For B+ ! l+⌫l�, a variation of ±50%
is applied. For other modes, where an estimate of the
background level is not clearly available, a conservative
branching fraction uncertainty of +100

�50 % is assumed.

More than 95% of b ! c decays result in observed
D(⇤)l+⌫l final states, so we use their branching fraction
uncertainties [23]. The values of Nbkg

exp and their uncer-

tainties for both B+ ! e+X0 and B+ ! µ+X0 are listed
in Table I.

Figure 4 shows the expected and obtained 90% CL
upper limits of B(B+ ! l+X0) for each assumed value of
MX0 . Table I summarizes the pB

l signal region, estimated
background, signal e�ciency, number of observed events,
and upper limit of the branching fraction at 90% CL for
each assumed value of MX0 for both modes.

From the branching fraction upper limits, assuming R-
parity violation, we can set bounds on the MSSM-related
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Heavy ν search
• Search for B→ (X)`+2 νh with νh → `±1 π

∓.

If νh is of Dirac type, νh → `−1 π
+.

B → heavy neutral lepton

Mass generation in SM: coupling of the Higgs boson
to left and right components of the particle
No right-handed neutrino in SM → neutrinos should be massless
Neutrino oscillation show that neutrinos do have a mass
⇒ sterile right-handed neutrinos?
Heavy neutral leptons appear in many models beyond SM(SUSY, νMSM, GUT)

No strong interaction (lepton)
No weak interaction (right handed)
No electromagnetic interaction (neutral)
Only way to interact: mixing with left-handed neutrinos

Oksana Brovchenko Rare and forbidden decays at Belle 06.07.2012 17/21

B → heavy neutral lepton

Mass generation in SM: coupling of the Higgs boson
to left and right components of the particle
No right-handed neutrino in SM → neutrinos should be massless
Neutrino oscillation show that neutrinos do have a mass
⇒ sterile right-handed neutrinos?
Heavy neutral leptons appear in many models beyond SM(SUSY, νMSM, GUT)

No strong interaction (lepton)
No weak interaction (right handed)
No electromagnetic interaction (neutral)
Only way to interact: mixing with left-handed neutrinos

Oksana Brovchenko Rare and forbidden decays at Belle 06.07.2012 17/21

B

D(*), etc.

νh

• Main features
* νh interacts only via mixing with νL

* Long flight distance
cτ ' 20 m for M(νh) = 1 GeV/c2 and |Ue|2 = |Uµ|2 = 10−4

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Dark-sector searches from flavor-factory experiments July 11, 2016 55



Heavy ν search Results
mode MC expected Data
eeπ 1.7± 0.7 6± 2.4
µµπ 2.3± 0.9 2± 1.4
eµπ + µeπ 4.0± 1.2 3± 1.7

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ.) Dark-sector searches from flavor-factory experiments July 11, 2016 56



Heavy ν search Results

• Upper limits on νh − ν` mixing (|U`|2) are obtained, in the range
0.5 < M(νh) < 5 GeV/c2.
Maximum sensitivity is reached at M(νh) ∼ 2 GeV/c2.

• Upper limit for product branching fraction (for M(νh) = 2 GeV/c2):
B(B→ `2νh(X))× B(νh → `1π) < 7.2× 10−7 for ` = e, µ.
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B0 ➔ invisible
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B→ Kνν semi-invisible decays
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We report a search for the rare decays B ! hð"Þ! !!, where hð"Þ stands forKþ,K0
S, K

"þ, K"0,"þ,"0, #þ,
#0 and$. The results are obtained from a 711 fb%1 data sample that contains 772& 106B !B pairs collected

at the "ð4SÞ resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB eþe% collider. We search for signal

candidates by fully reconstructing a hadronic decay of the accompanying B meson and requiring a single

hð"Þ meson left on the signal side. No significant signal is observed and we set upper limits on the

branching fractions at 90% confidence level. The measurements of Bþ ! K"þ! !!, Bþ ! "þ! !!, B0 !
"0! !! and B0 ! #0! !! provide the world’s currently most restrictive limits.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.87.111103 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 12.15.Mm, 14.40.Nd

The decays B ! Kð"Þ! !! proceed through the flavor-
changing neutral-current processb ! s! !!, which is sensitive
to physics beyond the standard model (SM) [1,2]. The domi-
nant SM diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. The SM branching
fractions are estimated to be ð6:8' 2:0Þ & 10%6 for Bþ !
K"þ! !! [2] and ð4:4' 1:5Þ & 10%6 for Bþ ! Kþ! !! decays
[1]. The decays B ! ð";#Þ! !! proceed similarly through
b ! d! !!. Compared to b ! s! !! transitions, the branching
fractions are further suppressed by a factor jVtd=Vtsj2. The
decay B0 ! $! !! proceeds through a yet unobserved
penguin annihilation process, with the expected branching
fraction thus much lower. The advantage of ! !! rather than
‘þ‘% in the final state is the absence of long-distance elec-
tromagnetic interactions. In the ratio of the individual branch-
ing fractions forB ! K! !! andB ! K‘þ‘%, the form factor
normalization cancels out, leading to a factor of 3 smaller

theoretical error compared to the ! !! mode alone [2].
Measurements of the B ! K! !! and B ! K‘þ‘% branching
fractions might reveal moderate deviations from SM expec-
tations due to new physics such as supersymmetry particles, a
possible fourth generation and a nonstandard Z coupling
which would contribute to the penguin loop or box diagram
and affect the branching fractions [3].

FIG. 1. The quark-level diagrams for the b ! s! !! transition in
the standard model. (a) Penguin diagram; (b) Box diagram.

O. LUTZ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 87, 111103(R) (2013)
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• (SM) B(B→ Kνν) = (4.4± 1.5)× 10−6
JHEP 0904:022 (2009), JHEP 0911:011 (2009)

B(B→ K∗νν) = (6.8± 2.0)× 10−6

• many NP models (e.g. unparticle, SUSY at large tanβ, models with scalar WIMP, etc.)
predict B ∼ O(10)× BSM
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B→ Kνν semi-invisible decays
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where N is the total number of observed events, Nj is the
yield for category j, which corresponds to either signal or
background, i is the event index and P j is the probability
density function (PDF) of the fit component j. The PDFs
are obtained using MC simulation and are modeled as
histogram functions. The normalizations of single back-
ground components (continuum, b ! c, and rare) relative
to each other are estimated from the MC simulation and
fixed in the fit, leading to two free parameters in the fit for
signal and total background yields. Compared to the count-
ing procedure performed in the previous analysis [6], this
fitting method makes use of the signal shape to discrimi-
nate between signal and background contributions.

We calculate the significances and the upper limits by
evaluating the likelihood profile. To take into account the
systematic uncertainty, we convolve the likelihood func-
tion with a Gaussian whose width equals the total system-
atic uncertainty. The significance is obtained by comparing
the likelihood values at maximum and at zero signal yield:

S ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 log ðLmax

L0
Þ

q
. The upper limit on the branching frac-

tion at 90% confidence level (C.L.) is evaluated through a
Bayesian method by integrating the likelihood function
from zero to the bound that gives 90% of the total area;
this assumes a uniform prior distribution for the branching
fraction. We obtain the branching fraction using the signal
yield Nsig, the signal efficiency ! and the total number of
B !B pairs NB !B: B ¼ Nsig=ð! % NB !BÞ.

To evaluate the sensitivity, simulated experiments with
the expected amount of background events and zero signal
events were generated. For each of the experiments, an
upper limit on the branching fraction at 90% C.L. was
calculated. The median values of the obtained upper limit
distributions are summarized in the rightmost column in
Table I.

The EECL distributions in data are shown in Fig. 2,
superimposed with the fit result. The total numbers of
observed events, the signal yields, the significances of the
observed signal, the reconstruction efficiencies and the
upper limits on the branching fractions are summarized
in Table I. None of the signal modes show a significant
signal contribution. According to MC studies, the enhance-
ments in the Kþ" !" and #" !" modes are unlikely to be
caused by peaking background contributions. The signal
reconstruction efficiencies are estimated with MC simula-
tions using the B ! hð'Þ form factors from Ref. [16].

The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the statisti-
cal uncertainty of the background model. The stringent
selection increases the signal to background ratio but also
reduces the number of MC events in the signal box. This
leads to a large uncertainty in the background shape,
despite using an MC sample corresponding to 5 times the
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FIG. 2 (color online). The EECL distributions for B ! hð'Þ" !"
decays. Points with error bars are data; the solid black histogram
is the total fit result. The blue cross-hatched region is the
background component; the dashed red histogram shows the
signal contribution.
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where N is the total number of observed events, Nj is the
yield for category j, which corresponds to either signal or
background, i is the event index and P j is the probability
density function (PDF) of the fit component j. The PDFs
are obtained using MC simulation and are modeled as
histogram functions. The normalizations of single back-
ground components (continuum, b ! c, and rare) relative
to each other are estimated from the MC simulation and
fixed in the fit, leading to two free parameters in the fit for
signal and total background yields. Compared to the count-
ing procedure performed in the previous analysis [6], this
fitting method makes use of the signal shape to discrimi-
nate between signal and background contributions.

We calculate the significances and the upper limits by
evaluating the likelihood profile. To take into account the
systematic uncertainty, we convolve the likelihood func-
tion with a Gaussian whose width equals the total system-
atic uncertainty. The significance is obtained by comparing
the likelihood values at maximum and at zero signal yield:

S ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 log ðLmax

L0
Þ

q
. The upper limit on the branching frac-

tion at 90% confidence level (C.L.) is evaluated through a
Bayesian method by integrating the likelihood function
from zero to the bound that gives 90% of the total area;
this assumes a uniform prior distribution for the branching
fraction. We obtain the branching fraction using the signal
yield Nsig, the signal efficiency ! and the total number of
B !B pairs NB !B: B ¼ Nsig=ð! % NB !BÞ.

To evaluate the sensitivity, simulated experiments with
the expected amount of background events and zero signal
events were generated. For each of the experiments, an
upper limit on the branching fraction at 90% C.L. was
calculated. The median values of the obtained upper limit
distributions are summarized in the rightmost column in
Table I.

The EECL distributions in data are shown in Fig. 2,
superimposed with the fit result. The total numbers of
observed events, the signal yields, the significances of the
observed signal, the reconstruction efficiencies and the
upper limits on the branching fractions are summarized
in Table I. None of the signal modes show a significant
signal contribution. According to MC studies, the enhance-
ments in the Kþ" !" and #" !" modes are unlikely to be
caused by peaking background contributions. The signal
reconstruction efficiencies are estimated with MC simula-
tions using the B ! hð'Þ form factors from Ref. [16].

The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the statisti-
cal uncertainty of the background model. The stringent
selection increases the signal to background ratio but also
reduces the number of MC events in the signal box. This
leads to a large uncertainty in the background shape,
despite using an MC sample corresponding to 5 times the
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FIG. 2 (color online). The EECL distributions for B ! hð'Þ" !"
decays. Points with error bars are data; the solid black histogram
is the total fit result. The blue cross-hatched region is the
background component; the dashed red histogram shows the
signal contribution.
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where N is the total number of observed events, Nj is the
yield for category j, which corresponds to either signal or
background, i is the event index and P j is the probability
density function (PDF) of the fit component j. The PDFs
are obtained using MC simulation and are modeled as
histogram functions. The normalizations of single back-
ground components (continuum, b ! c, and rare) relative
to each other are estimated from the MC simulation and
fixed in the fit, leading to two free parameters in the fit for
signal and total background yields. Compared to the count-
ing procedure performed in the previous analysis [6], this
fitting method makes use of the signal shape to discrimi-
nate between signal and background contributions.

We calculate the significances and the upper limits by
evaluating the likelihood profile. To take into account the
systematic uncertainty, we convolve the likelihood func-
tion with a Gaussian whose width equals the total system-
atic uncertainty. The significance is obtained by comparing
the likelihood values at maximum and at zero signal yield:

S ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 log ðLmax

L0
Þ

q
. The upper limit on the branching frac-

tion at 90% confidence level (C.L.) is evaluated through a
Bayesian method by integrating the likelihood function
from zero to the bound that gives 90% of the total area;
this assumes a uniform prior distribution for the branching
fraction. We obtain the branching fraction using the signal
yield Nsig, the signal efficiency ! and the total number of
B !B pairs NB !B: B ¼ Nsig=ð! % NB !BÞ.

To evaluate the sensitivity, simulated experiments with
the expected amount of background events and zero signal
events were generated. For each of the experiments, an
upper limit on the branching fraction at 90% C.L. was
calculated. The median values of the obtained upper limit
distributions are summarized in the rightmost column in
Table I.

The EECL distributions in data are shown in Fig. 2,
superimposed with the fit result. The total numbers of
observed events, the signal yields, the significances of the
observed signal, the reconstruction efficiencies and the
upper limits on the branching fractions are summarized
in Table I. None of the signal modes show a significant
signal contribution. According to MC studies, the enhance-
ments in the Kþ" !" and #" !" modes are unlikely to be
caused by peaking background contributions. The signal
reconstruction efficiencies are estimated with MC simula-
tions using the B ! hð'Þ form factors from Ref. [16].

The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the statisti-
cal uncertainty of the background model. The stringent
selection increases the signal to background ratio but also
reduces the number of MC events in the signal box. This
leads to a large uncertainty in the background shape,
despite using an MC sample corresponding to 5 times the
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FIG. 2 (color online). The EECL distributions for B ! hð'Þ" !"
decays. Points with error bars are data; the solid black histogram
is the total fit result. The blue cross-hatched region is the
background component; the dashed red histogram shows the
signal contribution.
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oppositely charged kaon, while Bþ
sig ! K"þ! !! decays are

reconstructed from a K0
S candidate and a charged pion, or a

"0 candidate and a charged kaon. The reconstructed mass
of the K"0ðK"þÞ candidate is required to be within a
%75 MeV=c2 window around the nominal K"0ðK"þÞ
mass. Furthermore, pairs of charged pions with opposite
charge are used to form B0

sig ! #0! !! candidates, where the

"þ"& invariant mass must be within%150 MeV=c2 of the
nominal #0 mass. For Bþ

sig ! #þ! !!, a charged pion and a

"0 candidate within a%150 MeV=c2 mass window around
the nominal #þ mass are used. A KþK& pair with a
reconstructed mass within %10 MeV=c2 of the nominal
$ mass is used to reconstruct $ candidates. After identify-
ing the Btag candidate and reconstructing the light meson,
we require that no additional charged tracks nor "0 candi-
dates remain in the event. These vetoes and the mutually
exclusive particle identification requirements for kaons and
pions also eliminate the possibility of obtaining multiple
hð"Þ candidates per event.

The dominant backgrounds are from eþe& ! q !q (q ¼
u, d, s, c) continuum events and B !B decays with a b ! c
transition. During the full reconstruction, a continuum
suppression algorithm based on modified Fox-Wolfram
moments [15] is applied. To further suppress the contin-
uum background, we use the cosine of the angle between
the momentum of the hð"Þ and the thrust axis with the sign
convention to the side of momentum flow of the rest of the
charged tracks, evaluated in the "ð4SÞ rest frame. This
cosine is close to &1 or 1 for continuum events but uni-
formly distributed for spherical B !B events. We require the
cosine to lie between &0:8 and 0:7. The selection criteria
are asymmetric due to the kinematic selection performed
during the Btag reconstruction. In this way, the continuum
background component is nearly completely removed from
the signal region, which leads to a better signal sensitivity
compared to the previous analysis [6].

We introduce a lower bound of 1:6 GeV=c on the
momentum of the hð"Þ candidate in the Bsig rest frame

to suppress the background from b ! c transitions. An
upper bound of 2:5 GeV=c rejects the contributions from
radiative two-body modes such as B ! K"%. The mo-
mentum requirement is removed for $ candidates due to
the lack of theoretical calculations for B ! $ form
factors. To suppress backgrounds with undetected parti-
cles produced along the beam pipe, we require the
cosine of the angle between the missing momentum in
the laboratory frame and the beam to lie between &0:86
and 0.95. Contributions from rare B decays involving
b ! u, b ! s, or b ! d processes are found to be small
according to MC studies. The only exception is the
Bsig ! $! !! decay, where rare decays represent the

majority of the remaining background events. The Bþ !
&þ!& decay with the "þ! !! and #þ! !! final states con-
tributes only 3% and 2% of the total background in these
channels, respectively.
The efficiency of the full reconstruction differs between

data and MC simulation. The correction ratio, depending
on the Btag decay mode and obtained from a study using

b ! c semileptonic decays on the signal side, lies between
0.7 and 0.8 and is applied to all correctly reconstructed Btag

candidates in the MC simulation.
The most powerful variable to identify the signal decays

is the residual energy in the ECL, EECL, which is the sum of
the energies of ECL clusters that are not associated with

the Btag daughters nor with the signal-side hð"Þ candidate.
To suppress contributions from noise in the calorimeter,
minimum energy thresholds are required: 50 MeV for the
barrel, 100 MeV for the forward end cap and 150 MeV for
the backward end cap region. These thresholds were
determined and optimized to achieve an optimal signal to
noise ratio in the calorimeter crystals. In a properly recon-
structed signal event, no activity should appear in the
calorimeter, so signal events peak at low EECL values.
The signal yield is extracted from an extended binned

maximum likelihood fit to the EECL distribution in the
range from 0 to 1.2 GeV. The likelihood is

TABLE I. Summary of the total number of observed events in the signal box Ntot, the resulting signal yield Nsig, the significance of
the observed signal, the signal efficiencies ', the measured and the expected upper limits on the branching fractions at 90% C.L.

Mode Ntot Nsig Significance '; 10&4 Upper limit Expected limit

Bþ ! Kþ! !! 43 13:3þ7:4
&6:6ðstatÞ % 2:3ðsystÞ 2:0( 5.68 <5:5( 10&5 2:2( 10&5

B0 ! K0
s! !! 4 1:8þ3:3

&2:4ðstatÞ % 1:0ðsystÞ 0:7( 0.84 <9:7( 10&5 7:3( 10&5

Bþ ! K"þ! !! 21 &1:7þ1:7
&1:1ðstatÞ % 1:5ðsystÞ ) ) ) 1.47 <4:0( 10&5 5:8( 10&5

B0 ! K"0! !! 10 &2:3þ10:2
&3:5 ðstatÞ % 0:9ðsystÞ ) ) ) 1.44 <5:5( 10&5 4:6( 10&5

Bþ ! "þ! !! 107 15:2þ7:1
&6:2ðstatÞ % 1:4ðsystÞ 2:6( 3.39 <9:8( 10&5 3:8( 10&5

B0 ! "0! !! 6 3:5þ2:6
&1:9ðstatÞ % 0:6ðsystÞ 1:9( 1.66 <6:9( 10&5 3:6( 10&5

Bþ ! #þ! !! 90 11:3þ6:3
&5:4ðstatÞ % 4:1ðsystÞ 1:7( 1.35 <21:3( 10&5 10:2( 10&5

B0 ! #0! !! 31 1:6þ5:0
&4:1ðstatÞ % 0:4ðsystÞ 0:4( 0.64 <20:8( 10&5 15:7( 10&5

B0 ! $! !! 3 1:4þ2:9
&0:9ðstatÞ % 0:8ðsystÞ 0:5( 0.58 <12:7( 10&5 8:7( 10&5
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and$many$other$modes…

Search for B ! hð"Þ! !! with the full Belle "ð4SÞ data sample
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Closing words

• B-factory experiments are not merely good old CPV/CKM machines,
but they probe much wider regions of physics.

* e.g. exotic particles, heavy invisible particles, dark sector, etc.

• Dark photon searches at e+e− B-factories become available one by one.

* Depending on the mass parameters of the dark sector, significant limists
have been obtained in O(GeV) region.

* But there are many other modes which have yet to be explored.
* Please stay tuned for Belle II
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why$bother$with$dark$sector?

1

Two methods of probing the dark sector

• direct detection of DM  

• use high-L / low-E collider 

If such a sector is discovered, 

• it could allow us to study the core concepts 
which we care about, at low-E ! 

• e.g. probe SUSY & SUSY-breaking in the DS! 

- analogy: Galilei’s discovery of “solar system” 
in Jupiter & its moons

MGUT

�dark

adapted from N. Arkani-Hamed talk at DF 2009
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adapted from N. Arkani-Hamed talk @ DF 2009

Epilogue
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